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Senior spends Spring Break following the
Dukes at the men's and women's Colonial
Athletic Association Tournaments.

]MU hosts Circles 5, an annual break dance competition
March 20 to benefit the Harrisonburg Boys and Girls Club.

George Mason Ultimility defeats women's basketball in
the quarterfinals of the conference tournament.

James Madison University
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Dillard resigns under pressure
Dukes'lack of success during coach's tenure forces JMU to move in new direction
BY DREW WILSON

senior writer
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BY COLLEEN SCHORN

A new withdrawal procedure has been proposed by
the JMU Faculty Senate that
would allow instructors the
option of assigning a grade
other than F to students who
withdraw after the course
adjustment period.
The new policy will allow
professors to assign a WP —
withdrawal while passing — or
WF — withdrawn! while failing
— according to Douglas
Brown, provost and vice president for academic affairs.
A W only will be given if a
-.Unit-Mi wiiiuiirtivs Ivioie lite
course adjustment date, which
occurs about 60 percent of the
way through a semester.
Current policies state that
any student withdrawing
after the course adjustment
date will be given an F unless
the grade is appealed and
changed. Medical withdrawal
after the course adjustment
date still is possible with the
new procedure.
Brown said the proposed
changes would be more beneficial to students.
"I think that students interpreted that there are fewer
options in the proposal, but
there are more," Brown said In
the proposal, the discretion will

Today:

—64

senior writer
Men's basketball coach Sherman Dillard
resigned under pressure March 7, two days following the Dukes' first-round exit in the Colonial
Athletic Association Tournament.
In his seven years of coaching his alma mater,
Dillard compiled a 93-106 record.
Dillard's resignation is effective immediately,
and includes his staff.
"It is indeed a sad day for my family and me
because of the love 1 have for this fine university
and this community," Dillard said in a written statement. "... As we all know, winning is extremely
important and perhaps, depending upon who is
making the judgment, the most important thing."
Dillard replaced "Lefty" Driescll as the Dukes'
coach in 1997 and led JMU to a tie for the 1999-00
CAA regular season title. Since that season, howev-

... As we all know, winning is
extremely important and perhaps,
depending upon who is making the
judgment, the most important thing.
— Sherman Dillard
fanner men's basketball coach

er, the Dukes did not have a season record above
.500. The team struggled to a 7-21 record this season
and a last place finish in the conference, a first tinea
the 1985-'86 season.
JMU will buy out the final year of Dillard's

$130,880 contract. Dillard also agreed to give up his
summer basketball camp.
Should Dillard get another college coaching
position next season, JMU would subtract that
salary amount from the buy out payment.
Following the Dukes' 44-41 loss to the
University of North Carolina-Wilmington March 5,
a teary-eyed Dillard expressed his desire to stay on
as JMU's coach.
"If 1 make that decision, I'll be back," Dillard
said at the postgame press conference.
Yet, had Dillard not resigned, most critics feel he
would have been fired within a matter of days.
"Coach Dillard has been very dedicated to our
program and to JMU's student-athletes and their
success, both on and off the court," Jeff Bourne,
JMU athletic director, said in a written statement
"He gave our team and program his total commitsee COACH, page 5
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Virus fears
force game
port closings
BY MIMI
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In response to the Blaster
worm and other online virus
attacks recently occurring on
campuses nationwide, JMU
Technical Services continues to
implement its policy o( Internet
restrictions on sources ajsanpl
ing to open up ports on student
computers.
As a result, students may not
be able to access some of the
recreational or gaming Web sites
that they normally used.
"Our Internet protection
does not allow outside systems
to connect to open doors on student computers unless the communication was initiated from
that open door," said Dale
Hulvey, assistant vice president
of Information Technology.
"Games that don't open doors
for other computers to come
into should work fine. Those
that do will not work properly."
Ports, also known as "open
doors," allow connections and

tant coach Larry Hunt
.ssibie i
land aMlela.nl

i jrim I'nixTnity of

Arkansas' assistant.

Ph.no camny of JMU SPORTS MtcniA RKLATIONS
Shsrman DMard stepped down as the Dukes' coach following a first-round loss In the CAA Tournament
March 5. His team finished 7-21 this season, and 93-106 In Ms seven seasons at JMU.
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Sixth Annual AIDS Run/Walk.
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Monday, March 22- My°r* can hive an anonymous HIV t
ifrom 10 s.m. to 4 p.fl at the UHC.

Tuesday, M*Um25- AIDS benefit concert at 7:30 p.m.
for more i
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AIDS walk to raise money, awareness
Alpha Sigma Tau-sponsored event to benefit Valley AIDS Network
BY ERIN HILL

contributing writer
With AIDS still being an epidemic in the world. Alpha Sigma Tau
sorority is working to raise both
awareness and money for the Valley
AIDS Network this week.
Following its theme "Know now.
Prevent now. Fight now," AST hopes
to get the campus invilved through a
series of events that lead up to the
biggest event — the AIDS Run/Walk.
"AIDS awareness has been an
important event for our sorority, and
so through tradition and seeing the
success people before us have had has
just made this a service event very
dear to our hearts," said junior '
Gallagher. AST president. "While we
commit to other types of service
events, AIDS awareness Ls our central

focus and what we are most known for
involvement in '

From March 17 to 19, AST will be
on the commons conducting AIDS
awareness and education, where thenwill he information available on AIDS.
The sixth annual AIDS Run/Walk
is Saturday, March 20 and is open to
everyone. Registration for the
run/walk begins at 10 a.m„ and the
race begins at 11 a.m. The race starts at
the College Center and continues
thntughout the campus
All of the pnxx"eds go to the Valley
AIDS Network, which assists children
and adults living with or affected by
the HIV/AIDS epidemic here in the
Shenandoah Valley.
Registration is $10 for students and
SIS for nonsturti'iirs
1 ast vear's AIDS Run/Walk raised
$2,560. "In the past, the run/walk has

been a solo event," said junior Michelle
Cary, AST's philanthropy chair.
However, this year, we wanted to
extend our efforts to an entire week
and take a more educational approach
as well Therefore, we are shooting for
raising S4,000."
AST will hold a Cabaret Show
from the Valley AIDS Network in the
College Center Grand Ballroom
Sunday, March 21 at 8 p.m.
Admission is $5.
I In- sorority has arranged with
the University Health Center that
all day Monday, March 22, anyone
can walk in without an appointment for anonymous HIV testing
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
An MDS Benefit Concert will be
held March 23 at 7:30 p.m., which will
see AIDS, page 5
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POLICE LOG
BY LALRLN MCKAY

NEWS

police log reporter

Student Ambassadors raise
scholarship awareness
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Thursday, March 18
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I ho I 'llu •• nt Ar.uli'inic Advising and l.invr IVvelopmcnt is
accepting applications for career education officers The position includes presenting career programming, leading
resource center tours, assisting with Academic Advising and
Career Development events and interacting with employers
The application deadline is Friday, April 2. Applications can
he picked up in Wilson Hall, room 301. For more information
visit wrb.jmu.edu/cartfr/cfo.html.
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House editorial
Breeze reader's view
Darts & pats
House cartoon
Campus spotlight
Letters to the editor

LEISURE
Crossword
Horoscopes

10
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FOCUS

Basketball diaries

11

STYLE

Cabaret tund raiser
Circles 5
Will Marion comedy
UPB online pott
"Final Fantasy: Crystal
Chronicles" video game review
AH things literary

13
13
13
14
14
15

The /irkle House (cilleries currently is featuring artwork by
seniors Robin Walker and Frica Van ViK-rhis. Ihese shows
will be on display through this Saturday. Also on display is a
somor graphic design studio exhibit Zirkle House is located
across S. Main Street from the Quad, two houses down from
Buffalo Wild Wings. For more information contact xR-6869.

Friday, March 19

There will be a planetarium show in John C Wells
Planetarium tonight at 7 p.m. The show will focus on features visible in the summer sky. For more information call xH
6109 or visit csm.imu.i'du/physics/html/planttanum.htm.

Saturday, March 20
Alpha Sigma Tau sorority is having its sixth annual AIDS
Run/Walk beginning at the College Center, where registration will begin at 10 a.m. The race begins at 11 a.m.

Sunday, March 21
The University Program Board and University Health Center
are presenting a C aharet Show in the College Center (irarul
Ballroom at 8 p.m. The show will feature 13 professional female
impersonators from three states. Admission is $5 or $3 with a
toiletry item. Contributions will go to the Valley AIDS Network.

The IXrpartment of I*hilosophy and Religion Colloquium
present Noel Hendrickson, a visiting assistant professor of
philosophy at JMU with his discussion on "What is the
Evidence That We Have Free Will?'' This event will take
place in Keezell Hall, room G9, from 3 to 5 p.m.

Submitting events to the

e date you would like your
rourcvi'n!
event
i more than 50 i
KRISTV NKXHJCH/
rAr*» editor

Today
Mostly Sunny
High 50 Low 43
Friday
Partly Cloudy
56/30

Sunday
Surmy
54/27

Saturday

Monday

Partly Cloudy
56/35

Mostly Sumy
55/36

FUN FACT

Purple James
Madison
Anniversary flats
line the quad and
Bluestones In
celebration o(
Madison s birth
day- Various
events celebrating the anniversary have been
scheduled for
this week.

WEATHER

In othor matters, campus police report
the following.
Possession of Marijuana
Nonstudsnt Stacy V Brower. 18, ol
Hemsonburg was arrested and
charged with possession of marijuana
in G Lot March 6 at 1.48 a.m.
Property Damage
An unknown individual pried a padlock
and hinged the plate off the roof
access hatch on the second floor of
the Studio Center March 4 at 9:11
a.m. No damage was done to the root
after access was gained
Patio furniture was damaged with I
aSjarlnu, on the table and chairs outside ol Weaver Ha* between March 4
at 3 p.m and March 5 at 9:45 a.m.

SPORTS
Women's basketball
loses to George Mason
Men's basketball gets knocked
out by UNC-W

A JMU student reported that on an
unknown date in January at about 2
p.m.. a white male, college age.
about 5 leet 10 inches tall, with
brown hair and weanng a hat. was
looking into one of the shower stalls
in Weaver Hall

of the Day

The Mall of America
in Bloomington,

Minn.
is the size of 78footixdl
fields - 9.5 million
squarefeet

Grand Larceny
A JMU student reported the larceny of
a laptop computer from a room in
Weaver Hall March 2 between 7:45
a.m. and 1230 p.m. There also was
some software stolen
A JMU student reported the larceny
of a Play Station II. two game controllers, a memory card and a game
from Eagle Hal March 3 between 930
and 1030 am
Petty Larceny
AJMU student reported the larceny
of a oat phone from the Festival
between Feb 25 at 8 p.m. and Feb
26 at 501 am

Mf r-I.OG. page 5
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The Breeze, the
student-run newspaper
of Jam** Madwon
University, serves student and faculty readership by reporting
news involving the
campus and local
community 77ie
Breeze sir ves to be
impartial and fair In its
reporting and firmly
believes in its First
Amendment rights
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The BrM/e is published Monday and Thursday mornings and diilnbuted
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Comments and complaints should be addressed to Drew Wsson editor
Sty* >*3151
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Peace Corps

ADVERTISING STAFF
Ads Manager
Lauren KJnelski

Clattlnads
Manager
Bnana Mills

Assistant Ads
Manager
MattLsstnsr
Ad Executives:
KnsttnEoan
Steve Doherty
Ryan Pagan
Elizabeth Hamner
Jonathan Rojas

Ad Designers:
Bevor^y K fchanl
Lisa Marietta
JoanMassaro
James Mstsrsss
Jess Woodward

CLASSIFIEDS
■ How to place a classified Come to
The Breeze oBce weekdays between
8am and 5 p.m
■ Cost $3.00 lor the first 10 words. $2
for each arJdMonal 10 words: boxed
classified $10 per column inch.
■ Deadsnes: noon Fnday for Monday
esue. noon Tuesday for Thursday issue
■ Classifieds must be paid n advance
m The Breeze office.

C (Mill iti///.' //;<■ nttii

JAMES MCHONE

A Peace Corps Recruiter will be at Jamas Madison University to interview applicants.
Apply today and you could be overseas this fall'

antique

Wednesday. March 24*
krterviewDay

jewelry

*Wfun fflU buys its engagement rings.

Submit your application now to schedule an
interview for March 24th.

75 Court Square, harrisonburg
(9fa(t to rianK\Of America)
433-1833

For more information or to schedule an interview, contact regional recruiter
Jason Kane at 800-424-8580 orjkaneUpeacecorps.gov.
800-424-8580

www.peacocorps.gov

SrUMMOah,

Leonard W Aamodt, MD, FACOG
Evan V Forsnes, MD, FACOG
Martha A. Jones, CNM, MS
Barbara M Kirkland, CNM, MS
Donna L. Schminkey, CNM, MPH
Ann M. Schaeffer. CNM, MED

Cat, with a Pen*—I Touch
Annual Gyn Exam

Insurance and

Birth Control

Major Credit

Colposcopy

Cards Accepted

Breast Exams

119 University Blvd., Suite B
Harrisonburg, VA 22801-3753
Office (540) 438-1314
Toll Free (877) 438-1314
Fax (540) 438-0797
www.swhc.net

University Eyecare
Dr. Franklin A. Cerrone, P.P.
1

Comprehensive Eye Exams • Treatment & Management of Eye Disease
> Contact Lens Evaluations • Refractive Laser Surgery Management
Walk-ins Welcome
10% Discount on professional service and eyewear
to JMU students & faculty with JAC card

Hours:
Mon & Fri 9 - 6

Located nexl to Wal-Mart
in Harrisonburg Crossing
(540) 433-7341

T-Th 9 - 5
Sat 9 - 3-

QxM
*8S*
The only place in town to watch

MARCH
MADNESS
34 TVs, 2 Big Screens,
and every single game
call 801.0221 for more Information

THURSDAY, MARCH

Sleep does a body good
Study reaffirms belief that students
needs a good nights sleep for better
concentration.

AROUND
GCOM students wanted
for speech contest
Students enrolled
in
GCOM 121, 122 or 123 during
the 2003-'O4 academic year
may enter the Communication
Studies Resource Center's
speech contest.
There are three categories
in which students may enter
individual persuasive speech,
individual informative speech
or group presentation.
The competition will take
place Wednesday, March 31
from 6 to 9 p.m. in the
Communication
Studies
Resource Center.
Entry forms and contest
rules are available in Wilson
Hall, room 414, or the Modular
Building, room 100. Entry
deadline is March 24, at 7 pjn.,
and entries may be returned to
either Wilson Hall room, 414,
or Wilson Hall, room 416.

Positions available at
Judicial Affairs center
The Office of Judicial Affairs
Resource Center is looking to
hire two highly dedicated and
energetic students to be program assistants for the upcoming academic year.
Program assistants facilitate educational programming and provide office coverage in the Judicial Affairs
Resource Center.
The position descriptions
and application are available at
www.fmu*du/judickd.

Walt Disney World
offers internships
The Walt Disney World
College Recruiters will be on
campus looking for enthusiastic students to participate in
the WDW College Program.
The informational session will
take place March 22 at 6 pm.
in Taylor Hall room 404.
Students will take college
courses while working with
this paid internship program.
The WDW College Program
is open to undergraduate students of all ages and majors.
Attendance is mandatory at
the presentation to interview
for the program.
Further information is
available at uww.wdwcollegepngnm.com.

■%]■■»
James Madison's home
opens spring season
MONTPEUER — James
Madison's historic residence
will host a variety of educational and entertaining events
throughout the spring season.
Special tours of the mansion's
restoration are being given
daily on a first-come, firstserve basis.
More information and a
complete calendar of events
are available at 540-672-2728
or at uiuro.montpffirT.on;.

Suicide bombints hill
at least 10 In Israel
Ashdod, Israel, (Knight
Ridder Tribune) — Two
Palestinian suicide bombers
killed at least 10 people and
wounded 18 at a seaport late
Sunday afternoon, coming
dangerously close to stores of
hazardous chemicals in the first
attack on a strategic target during the (mgoing conflict.
Israel launched an strike
against the Gaza Strip early
Monday, with attack helicopters firing in and aniund Gaza
City, according to Palestinian
witnesses. No injuries were
immediately reported.
The bombings prompted
l*rime Minister Ariel Sharon to
postpone his first meeting,
scheduled for Tuesday, with his
Palestinian Authority counter
part, Ahmed Qureia.
"We don't see anv point in
meeting with a Palestinian
partner who hasn't lifted a
Bnssr to fight terrorism," said
Foreign Ministry spokesman
Jonathan Peled. "We are compelled to fight terrorism on
our own."

"Any law ... will not have legitimacy until it is
approved by the elected National Assembly."

NEWS
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Grand Ayalollah
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Salam Al-Khafa|l looks to the crowd after the signed the now Interim constitution at the Baghdad Convention Centar In Baghdad, Iraq. Members of the
Iraqi Governing Council, who had Just signed tha constitution, stand In the background. Due to Internal arguements. the signing almost didn't occur.

Iraqis sign interim constitution
BY MELISSA KRONFELD

U-Wre
After forcing its near collapse last
Friday, the five-member Shiite Muslim
faction that had delayed the signing of
an Iraqi interim constitution agreed to
lend their signatures Monday without
any changes to the document.
Governing
council
President
Mohammed Bahrululum declared,
"Here we are today standing in a historical moment to lay the strong foundation for rebuilding a new Iraq. A
new, free, democratic Iraq that protects the dignity of the human being
and protects human rights."
Soon after the Iraqi Governing
Council finished with the ceremony,

seven rockets exploded, one just a block
away from where the Council had convened. Five of the seven rockets struck
the al-Rashid hotel, where a United
States "Green Zone" has been established for American officials. One civilian was reported injured.
The long repressed Shiites of Iraq
withdrew their support Friday .it the
last minute, citing discontent with
certain provisions.
The Grand Ayatollah Ali Sistani,
of the holy city of Najaf. was the
leading voice of unease, stating,
"Any law prepared for the transitional period will not have legitimacy until it is approved by the elected National Assembly."
The holy leader rejected provi-

sions granting me ethnic Kurdish
population, also a long repressed
group, ms power to veto a drafted
permanent
constitution.
The
Ayatollah believed that the Kurds,
comprising 20 percent of the population, would have too much power in
the final decision-making process.
He also rejected a provision
establishing a single president in a
transitional administration, for fear
of overly centralizing authority.
Although the religious group
signed the Transitional Administrative
Law, a statement of Shiite criticism
from within the group was released
directly after the ceremony, criticizing
the top clerics for supporting the
agreement. The US-backed law.

which enshrines the democratic principles of self-government and the protection of individual rights, is
drenched in clearly visible U.S. ideological rhetoric.
Its Fundamental Principles and
Bill of Rights are completely
American in range and scope. The
law will remain in effect until an
elected assembly agrees on a permanent charter and a referendum
of the Iraqi people is held. These
elections arc scheduled for January
2005 and will bring together 275
delegates to draft a formal constitution and elect a president and
two deputies, who will be responsible for formulating a cabinet and
a prime minister to lead It.

Student Ambassadors offer scholarship
Annual award given in memory, honor of former member
BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND

senior writer
Every year, the Student
Ambassadors give $1,000 to
one student on campus
through the Carrie Kutner
Scholarship Fund, and the
application deadline is
Wednesday, March 24.
"Carrie Kutner was a
freshman student ambassador in 1994-,95,'' said
junior Heather Davis,
member of the Student
Ambassador Scholarship
Committee. "She lost her
battle with cancer in the
summer of 1995."
Kutner was an inspiration
to the people who knew her,
and the Student Ambassadors
wanted to create a scholarship
as a memorial to her, according to Davis.
The scholarship is not
based on need, but students need a minimum 2.5
grade point average, must
be a current )MU student
and not a student ambassador The applicants are
judged based on signifi-

cant community service
and love for JMU.
The money goes toward
the student's tuition, with
half awarded during each
semester, according to the
Student Ambassadors Web
site, urww.jmu.edu/orgs/ambassador$/2(X>4$cholarships.html

-WfcV

Carrie gave 110
percent, even when
she didn't have 110
percent to give.
— Heather Davis
junior, member of the Student
Amraviador Scholarship Commiilec

95
This week, the Student
Ambassadors
will
be
working a table on the
commons so people can
ask questions regarding

the scholarship. The scholarship committee of about
15 people will meet to
select the next recipient,
according to Davis.
"We (on the selection
committee) read all the
applications; all applications are reviewed several
times. Then, we select
around 10 fin.ili-.t- and then
we interview them and pick
a winner," said junior
Barbara Shockley, member
of the Student Ambassador
Scholarship Committee.
Davis said, "Our biggest
target when selecting the
winner of this year's scholarship is someone who
truly embodies what Carrie
was all about — her spirit
and her enthusiasm tor
everything that JMU had to
offer. Carrie gave 110 percent, even when she didn't
have 110 percent to give."
Throughout the year, the
ambassadors help to raise
money for the scholarship
"During tin- tall semester
the committee held a poster
sale, and the proceeds H (nl

to benefit the scholarship,"
Davis said. "Also, there was
an a cappella and benefit
concert for the (Carrie
Kutner Scholarship Fund|.
Since then, it has been in the
bank acquiring interest.
We re evcited to see how
much interest has acquired,
and how much mon1 money
we can give to someone in
Carrie's memory."
The Student Ambassador
Scholarship
Committee
received (<r> applications last
vear. tmm which 15 applicants
wen Invited beck for further
interviews. Three people were
awarded a scholarship.
Student Ambassadorrepresent and promote JMU
to prospective students and
■Utettj current students
and alumni, according to
their mission statement
Applications are due
WiHlnosday, March 24 by 5
p.m. to Girrk*ufiiiTsc'/«i/flrs/ii;i
o.lwlmtnliom or at the front
desk ol Sonnet Hall. The
winner will be selected, and
a reception will be held
Saturdav, April .1.

All nighters
can be bad
for one's
well-being
BY JOANNA RUBICK

Kansas Stale Collegian
Sleep can be difficult to
come by for college students —
especially when midterm
exams are in full force.
Cramming is a study technique many students use when
preparing for those big tests,
but this technique could work
more against a student than it
will help them.
"I would not recommend
cramming," said Diana Fritz,
lead sleep technician with
Mercy
Regional
Health
Center's Sleep lab "You
should never stay up all night."
She said everyone needs to
get a full eight hours of sleep.
"The biggest thing is to get a
good amount of sleep every
night, or there will be a lack of
concentration and loss of
sleep," six1 said.
Although the standard is
see SLEEP, page 4

Spain's election results show recent public anger
Spaniards upset from train bombings,
reflected in last presidential election
BY GLKNN FRANKI I

The Washington Post

H >S S \STA (HU/JKnight NJJrr Tnhunt

A forensic policewoman examines the remain* of a carriage of a
local train where a bomb exploded March U ki Madrid, Spain.

The hand-lettered sign .it
the sidewalk memorial for
the 200 victims of last week's
deadly train bombings starkly summed up a sentiment ol
many who came to pav
respects Monday afternoon
It read, "They Died to
Support Bush."
Sunday's stunning ele<
toral defeat for the ruling part)
of Prime Minister Jose Maria
A/nar, one of Prastdt nt
George W. Bush's closest

Bufjopcetl .lilies, reflected a late
surge ol public anger over the
government's support for the
U.S.-led war in Iraq triggered
both by the attacks «»nd by the
sense the government had
sought to exploit the bombings for political gain, according to political analysts and
voterSeveral added that the
voti - ilso reflected a sense of
■bum and despair that seems
to cut across the political
spectrum over the way the
United States is wielding
power in the world.

"We love America —
Faulkner, Hemingway, CocaCola and Marilyn Monroe —
but we haw something against
your government," said Luis
Ceonzales, 56, a high school
Spanish literature teacher, as he
stopped to view the rows i»f candles, flowers and makeshift
signs at the central Puerta del
Sol. "Aznar took as into a war
that wasn't our war but only for
the benefit of the extreme right
and the American companies."
Some analysts said the vote
set SPAIN, page 4
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SPAIN: Voters pick new Prime Minister
S7'4/\
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CMl doubli .iNuil Spain's commitment ti> the war on terrorism, and warned that the
eXlCCUlUl n--p.iii-.ihle tor last
WMk'l -itt.uk> Mrould I lew tinresults is I deer-cul \ Icton
VbtuiD) all agreed iii.it the
result would have impart tar
beyond Spain- borders. Efs
important lo see Spain as part of
a much wider phenomenon, not
only European
bul global —
and what's affected the election
then.' could affect other countries.
and other elections as well. Mid
Mark Leonard, director the
Foreign Policy Center, a Londonbased think tank.
Usually, analysts S9QMCI a
dramatic disaster such a- last
week's synchronized attacks
on morning rush-hour commuters lo solidify support
for governing parties with
well-defined law-and-order
policies At first, when officials blamed the Basque separatist movement known as
ETA for the bombings, the

pattern seemed lo be holding, with opinion polls suggesting the ruling party
might Increase it- >;rip on
power. The Aznar government has been widely credited tor taking a tough stance
against ETA.
But, in the ensuing 48
hours, as suspicion shifted
toward Islamic cvlrcmists
Connected wilh the al-Qaeda
network, the tide seeine.l to
turn. Opposition politicians
and journalists alleged that
the Aznar government was
withholding evidence implicating al-Qaeda, triggering
unprecedented street demonstrations outside Popular
Party headquarters here and
in other m.i|or cities on the
eve of Sunday's elections
While ETA widely was
seen as an unavoidable
domestic enemy that had to be
confronted,
many
voters
believed al-Qaeda would
neve have targeted Spain had
Una! not supported Bush in

the Iraq war. "Americans need
to understand that Bush's attitude is causing more hatred
and more terrorism," said
Marie Isabel Garde, 31, .1 for
elgn language graduate student who visited the Pucrt.i
del Sol memorial
Others said their \ OMI
reflected both a lack of confidence in Spain's intelligence
and security services, which
failed to detect warning Bignals that the attack was imminent, and a lack of trust in
Aznar, who has been accused
of manipulating and selectively using Intelligence information for political purposes.
Some of the highly \ i-ihle
anti-American sentiment lure
1- aimed directly at Bush, who
1- viewed by many as a hardliner with no empathy for
other counlries.
Many here believe A/nar
ha- adopted ,1 servile stance
toward the United States In
contrast.
Socialist
Party
leader Jose Luis Rodriguez

SLEEP: Health threatened

Zapatero stressed his independence, in addition to Ins
wUlingneas lo openly criticize
Washington, Man) approvingly cited an incident during
la-t i.i-t October's ' ohunbus
Day military parade when
Zapatero sat down as Ihe
American flagged passed by.
"It's not my flag" he reported!] said later.
Zapatero's image as a relative political neophyte also
was wuteiv seen as sn advantage He promised voters what
he .ailed "full transparency,"
implying that Aznar and his
Cabinet had been less than
honest in the aftermath of last
week's attacks.
"All the negative elements
ot his political personality were
shown at this Stage and the
election became a plebiscite
against A/nar," said Antonio
Lores, a University of Madrid
political scientist People felt
one cannot Irust this party and
Ihi- man."

SCeffJ /'
eight
hours,

everybody

ruv.ls ,1 different .1 mount Of
■IMP,

she s«iid.
"]{' Rnd out ihe amount of
sleep vou neect you should
go to sleep -it X time and only
get up when you feel
ivlrvshed. Then, you Can figure OUl the amount ot timr
thai >\.i-. I nt/said.
The amount of sleep a person needs can way with tirne,
said Al Golden and I ail
Hunt, program analyst and
director, respectively, with
the National Center on Sleep
Disorders Restarth.
Sleep is divided between
non-rapid-eye movement, or
non-REM, in addition to rapid
eye movement, or REM,
Golden and Hunt said. NonREM has four stages to it. and
alter those are completed,
RFM begins and includi*. the
dnMining period.
If sleep deprivation occure
Over a long period ot time, more
serious health problems than

lack of concentration and loos of
memory can occur, such as
heart coinpttcajJone, Fritz said.
It can help when preparing
for a test to review or study
before vou sleep, she said.
"If you study before you
sleep it processes and stays in
your lung-term memory,"
I nt/ said. "Even if you do a
quick review of something, it
will be easier to a'member."
Arthur Rathbun, biofeedh,uk specialist with Kansas
State University Counseling
Services, said creativity and
sleep go hand in hand.
"General creativity is
enhanced by sleep," Rathbun
said. "If you don't have enough
sleep, creativity diminishes
hivau^'ol sleep deprivation '
Cramming can become
the only option when preparing for a test, if a student hasn't done a good job of time
management, he said.
No matter what the circumstances are, sleep is a
must, Fritz said.

DO YOU LOVE ICE CREAM!!!!!!
DAILY GRIND now has THE COUNTRVS FINEST
HAND-MADE ITALIAN ICE CREAM (GELATO)
I8DIFHRI \l I RI-SH FLAVORS WF.F.KI.Y!

Kaplan rebate offer:

THIS WEEK:
Dark Chocolate with Peanut Butter
Banana Caramel Praline....Toasted
White Chocolate Raspberry Swirl
Banana Mango..Cafe Mocha..Freah

Cups
French Vanilla
Coconut Almond Fudge
Rose Champagne
Apricol..Blood Orange

In51 Basl Mantel
432-IUM

Enroll today

and get
$100 back!

AND MANY. MANY. MORE. Plus LOTS OF PARKING AT OUR NEW
MARKET SQUARE STORE (Beside Bravo's) SIOP IN FOR FREE SAMPI ES
AND ASK FOR A 20 % DISCOUNT ON ANY GELATO (Market Square Only)

Now Accepting Flex!
ataa.

MEDIUM 1 10PPING

I SINGLE BREADSTICKS
tl LITER PEPSI

■ $8.99

434-0676

78 Caritea Street

wm:

433-1821

298-9439

2415 South Main Street

249 Sou til Awe, Elkton

Receive $100 back through Kaplan's Rebate'when you
enroll in an LSAT, MCAT, QMAT, ORE, DAT or TOEFL
course between March r'-March 31".
Call or visit us online for more Information or to enroll.

KAPLAN

1-800-KAP-TEST ev
BK5 ^aV
js£
kapt0tt.com/rebate

Test Prep and Admissions
•lev n«-M e»-
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Want an easy way to
reel in your customers?

Place an ad in The Breeze,
call 568-6127
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PORTS: Actions to protect against viruses
PORTS, from pagr 1
sources to access student
computers. Although having open ports are beneficial
in some ways, severe consequences also can arise from
this situation.
"These doors are often left
open needlessly by manufacturers, mistakenly feft open by
operators, and/or have defects
that allow unwanted access
|such as the Blaster worm),"
Hulvey said.
A
main concern
of
Technical Services in regard to
open ports is hackers.
Security engineer at JMU
Gary Flynn recounts past incidences when students had
their computers taken over by
password theft, allowing hackers to obtain bank accounts,

AIDS:
Walk a way
to inform
students
AIDS, from page I
feature.
Adelyn,
Ross
Copperman and some JMU a
cappella groups.
I believe it is important
for the campus to be
involved with AST's philanthropy, as it benefits a local
organization vs. sending the
money nationally, and is to
fight against a disease where
the fastest growing population being infected is our age
group," Cary said.
"Without the support and
attendance of the JMU and
surrounding
community,
there would be no event to
plan," Cary said.
"By taking an educational
approach this year, we are
not only trying to raise
money, but to raise prevention awareness for the benefit
of JMU students. This is why
our campaign slogan is
'Know now. Prevent now.
Fight now.'"

Webmail access and personal
information of an individual.
Other universities also
experienced similar technical
problems. At Harvard
University, a virus called
Bugbear circulated around students' personal e-mails, making the individual think the imail was from a friend.
Bugbear
automatically
selected an e-mail address
from an individual's address
book or e-mail history, and
from there the virus spreads on
the computer. Harmful effects
included stolen sensitive information such as credit card
numbers and passwords.
Harvard computer services
offered students a program to
download that would scan email viruses before the e-mails

were sent to inboxes, according
to the )an. 16 issue of The
Harvard Crimson.
At Longwood University,
worms and Trojan horses, programs that claim to eliminate
viruses but in actuality produce
more, are still the recurring
dangers among student computers, acccording to Flynn.
At the beginning of the
year, the Blaster worm
affected hundreds of thousands of computers, Flynn
said. JMU was fortunate to
have only a few hundred
computers infected earlier
this year, but the incident
was enough to put Technical
Services under precautions,
according to Flynn.
Flynn said he and his staff
were anticipating student

dissatisfaction
with the
open/dosed ports policy.
They had received some
complaints from students
about not being able to
access certain Web sites.
However, Flynn said not
much can be done about
these problems.
"If there are academic and
business Web sites needed, we
will make arrangements and
work around it," Flynn said.
"We try to do the best we can
(to have) balance between
usability and security."
Technical Services will continue to block sources that
attempt to open ports on student computers, confirming
that the number of viruses and
malfunctions with computers
has decreased after implemen-

POLICY: Withdrawal options
become effective fall semester
rOUCY.fmm page 1
be given back to the individual faculty member,
whereas now students are
given an F unless the grade
is appealed.
"What students may
not know is that the
majority of appeals were
denied, so at least this
gives the students more
opportunity," Brown said.
However, students still
can appeal their grades if
they so choose.
"The standard grade can
still be appealed, but what
disappears is the special
committee set up to deal
with the appeals," Brown
said. "Appeals will go
through the department
head."
Brown said he feels the
change will help students.
"In my view, this provides additional flexibility
that wasn't there before,"
Brown said. "This should be
beneficial to students."
Junior Ricardo Pineres,
SGA committee chairper-

son for academic affairs,
said, "When (the Faculty
Senate] approved the procedure it was done by an
18 to 13 vote, which indicates even within the faculty there was a lot of debate
and discussion on this
issue.
"This indicates to the
administration that this
procedure needs to be
revised. This [new withdrawal procedure] is detrimental to JMU students
and faculty," he said.
Prior to this decision, the
Student Government
Association took a stance
against it. The SGA disapproved of the changes with a
two-thirds vote in the
Student Senate and a unanimous vote of the Executive
Council.
"An overwhelming
majority of SGA did not
agree that the process
should be changed, mainly
because there is nothing
wrong with the current procedure — if it's not broke.

don't fix it," Student Body
President I^evar Stoney said.
"The new procedure
gives faculty members
too much discretion,"
Stoney said. "SGA is
going to be proactive in
this issue; we will make
sure students know what
is going on behind the
scenes. We are here to
serve, inform, educate."
Pineres agreed that
there was no reason to
change the current withdrawal procedure.
"We, the SGA, do not
think the changes benefit the
students," Pineres said.
He added that he
thought there is already too
much ambiguity in the
grading scale, and the new
policy would add more
even subjectivity.
"Currently, some professors use pluses and minuses, while others choose not
to; some say that 90 to 100
percent is an A and others
say that 93 to 100 percent is
an A," he said.

BREEZE
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COACH:
Dillard
resigns

tation of the open/closed ports
policy according to Flynn.
Despite the responsibility of
Technical Services to assist students with problems on their
computers, the real responsibility comes from the students
themselves, Flynn said.
"Safety really comes down
to the person in front of the
keyboard," he said.
Students are encouraged to
visit the JMU Computing Help
Desk
Web
site
at
unvwlmu.edu/compuling/iecurify and download the recommended software protections
and updates.
Those living off campus
should visit the Network
Telecommunications Web site,
umnv.nlc-com.com, or apartment networks in their area.

COACH, from page J
ment. His efforts have been
appreciated and valued; unfortunately, the team's performance is not where it needs to be."
Dillard played for the
Dukes from 1974-78, and currently ranks second on the
Dukes' career-scoring list with
2,065 points.
Before joining the |MU
staff, Dillard was the head
coach at
Indiana
State
University, where he compiled
a 29-52 record in three seasons.
He also .was an assistant coach
at the University of Maryland
from 1979-'85, University of
California from 1985-'88 and
Georgia Tech from 1988-'94.
TWo days before the CAA
Tournament was to begin,
Dillard fired assistant coach
Kevin Baggert over .in unspecified disagreement. Baggett had
been an assistant with the Dukes
for two seasons.
"JMU basketball has a history of success, and we expect
to renew that tradition,"
Bourne stated.

hl.iHifrompagel
A JMU student reported the
larceny of a portable comKct disc player from Eagle
ill between Feb.28 at 7
p.m. and Feb. 29 at 9 ajn.
A JMU student reported the
larceny of a wallet«
ing a JAC card, cash and a
UREC
March 5 between 9:30 a.m.
and noon.

-66
JMU basketball has a
history of success, and
we expect to renew that
tradition.

The front tire was reported
on a bike rack I
Carrier library March 6 at
8:14 p.m.

—Jeff Bourne

JMU staff reported the larceny of three uniform tops, one
trouser pant black uniform,
i backpack and other
personal clothing articles
from the College
March 15 at 10:09 am.

athletic director

99
The search for a new coach
will continue over the next few
weeks, and JMU likely will find
a replacement by early April.
Bourne is leading the
search, and will get assistance
from Bill Can* & Associates of
Gainesville, Fla., a company
that specializes in helping
schools search for a new coach.

JMU staff reported the larceny of a blue zone hang parking tag from C12 Lot March
15 at an unknown time.
Number of drunk m public
charge* since Aug. 25:66

Got news? x 8-6699

somewhere between bio and calc
there's 2.5 minutes for lunch.

Our new Flatbread
Deli Sandwiches are
wrapped to stay fresh,
so they'll fit into your
busy schedule.

i'm lovin' it
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Illuminating Islam

Islamic CalKgraphy:

Art epchibit

H hidden Treasure

presented by

Opening & Reception
OELIVEREDTO
YOUR DOOR
FREE!
'

442-7200
Flex Accepted!

Elinor Aishah Holland

6:00 to 7:30 p.m.
in the Great Room

7:30 p.m.
in the Highlands Room

Lecolou Alumni Center

College Center

www.jmu.edu/nUmwrfk
Opening Hour*
Mon - Ff, 11

SM A Sun 12 Noon

Closing Hour*
Sun - Thum 1 AM
F rl * SM 2 AM

Sponsored b*
The Office ol International Pi I if III
Tlie Madison An Collection
the Iliuminannr Islam Grant Project
The Muslim Student Association

Monu. Specials, and mom Info found on

GoLookOn.com

Driver Improvement Clinic

Illuminating Islam:
a guide to better understanding

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC
C. Larry Whitten, MD M. Catherine Slusher. MD Louis E. Nelson, III. MD
Herbert E. Bing, MD Michael J. Botticelli, MD Jason K. Gentry, MD
Maribeth P. Loynes, MD Sherry L. Mongold, FNP

Gardner Plus, LLC
• Registration tor class by telephone
• Recieve your certificate the same day you take the class
• Student is registered directly into the DMV computer
'with points" same day as class, via Extranet
• DMV Certified/National Safety Council Training Agency
• Easy accessibility to campus

540-246-2475

'>puspon<
event

Are pleased to announce

Maribeth P. Loynes, MD
Hat joined their practice ofObitetrics and Gynecology
2291 Evelyn Byrd Ave.
Harrisonburg, VA

(540)434-3831
(800) 645-3348

Accepting New Patients

Quiznos
Where JMU goes for Subs

i Free Reg. Soda
, with purchase of any sandwich
With this coupon. Exp. 3/26/04
| One per Coupon per person per visit. Not Valid with
any other offer.
JAC CARD8 ACCEPTED
I
I — mm mm _
_ Besid^Harrisonburg Crossing. 540-432-1302 j
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20 off
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A year since its start, Americans now
clearly can see the mistakes made
by the United States and other countries that supported the war.

The Faculty Senate seems to have good
intentions with the new policy, and it should
be looked upon favorably by the student body.

JARED BOWIE
SM

ko«M «t<Ion.l Mo.

HOUSE

EDITORIAL

New withdrawal policy allows students grading options
This fall, students who withdraw
from a class after the course adjustment period won't necessarily
receive an F as the current policy
states because the Faculty Senate
recently approved a policy that will
give professors more grading
options.

Under the new policy, professors
can give students a WFfor
withdrawn failing or a WPfor
withdrawn passing.

Under the new policy, professors
can give students a WF for withdraw failing or a WP for withdraw
passing. Students who withdraw
before the course adjustment period will continue to receive a lone W.
While the Student Government
Association had qualms with the
proposal in its March 2 meeting,
stating that the policy is subjective
and gives professors too much
grading leeway, the new policy will
give students who are passing a
course a better option. An F on a
transcript does not look positive, no

matter the case, and a WP would
show that a student did not withdraw merely because he or she was
failing. The university grading scale
can be somewhat ambiguous, but a
WP or WF allows for some flexibility when deciding what mark a student will receive.
The Faculty Senate seems to
have good intentions with the new
policy, and it should be looked
upon favorably by the student
body. Many people withdraw from
classes after the course adjustment
period is over even if they are not
failing the class, and it isn't fair to
penalize them the same way a person who was failing the class
would be.
Perhaps a student decided his or
her workload was too much and
withdrew from an elective course.
For example, a student may withdraw because he or she does not
feel a course is beneficial enough to
continue. Whatever the reason, the
new policy will amend student
worries about receiving an F.
Of course, those who are failing
and withdraw will receive a WF,
but they aren't any worse off than
before. The new policy is more specific, and thus, more fair, to the
majority of students who withdraw
after the course adjustment period.

■ Breeze Reader's View

Iraqi war anniversary
celebrated by few
E-mail dans and pals lo breudpffhotnaiLcom
Dam t Pali ait luommed anonymously and pnmed on a spacea\wlabte basis. Submissions air based upon one person j opinion of a
given situation, person or even! and do not necessarily reflect the truth

JaredBowie

Dart...

Pat...

A "thanks-lbr-nothing" dart to JMU
Spring Break lor making us go a whole week
without TV Breeze.
From an alumni who has nothing better to do
at work but read Darts b Pats and was forced to
actually do work this week.

A "send-it-my-way" pal to the titillating
chicks playing strip Frisbee out on the Quad
at 2 .i.in during midterm week.
From a hard-working student who is now
refreshed, invigorated ana ready to leant.

Dart...

Pat...
An "I-would-like-to-have-you-over-fbrdinner" pat to the cute trombone player
who practices on the Quad.
From someone who really en/t ys the arts and
thinks that if you have time to .'ay around the
Quad, you should try being a music major

A "ck>you-thir*-you-are-Mr.-Tedmc4ogy?"
dart to the guy who walks around D-hall with
his super-high-tech earpiece phone as if he's
actually talking to someone
From two junior dudes who see you unnecessary
/y attracting attention to yourself every Thursday
and think you should get real.

Dart...

Pat...
A "way-to-show-JMU-pride" pat to the
awesome Student Ambassadors who know
how to make JMU students feel loved in any
part o< the country.
from two IMU girls who enjoyed your note on
their windshield in Charleston. S.C.
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"To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses,
the world is indebted for all the triumphs which
have been gained by
reason and humanity over error and oppression."
— lames Madison

An "I-hope-your-SpringBreak-ruledbecause you-ruined-mine" dart to the person who stole my wallet at the library.
from a senior who spent most of his time
off at (he Department of Motor Vehicles and on
the phone with credit card companies, instead
of enjoying his last Spring Break of college.

EDITORIAL POLICY
TV home editorial reflects the nptninn of the edit.>rul
bowl M a whole, and it not neccsunly the opinion of any
indi vhhul star! rnernher ol TV Hwrt
Editorial Board.
Drew Wilton
Editor
Alteon Fimo
Managing Editor
Stephen Arwell
Opinion Editor
Letter* to the editor should he no more than 500 word*.
column* should he no more than 900 word*, and both
will he publuhed on a .tpace available basis They mutt he
delivered to TV Biwe by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday
TV Bnreie reserves the tight to edit lor clarity and apace
The opinions in this section do not necessarily tcilect
the opinion of the newspaper, this stall, or James
Madison University

As March 20 approaches, so
does the anniversary of the
beginning of the second Gulf
War. A year since its start,
Americans now clearly can see
the mistakes made by the
United States and other countries that supported the war.
We have found no weapons of
mass destruction. We discovered major flaws in our security
agencies' way of going about
getting and using evidence.
There were no terrorist links
between Saddam Hussein and
al-Qaeda. Reports have come
out stating that President
George W Bush may have been
planning the war even before
the Sept. 11,2001, attacks.
But, at least we got rid of
Hussein, right? He did break
United Nations' sanctions and
was responsible for all those
horrible crimes against his people. Maybe it was the nght decision, or maybe ail these reasons
for ousting Hussein could be
used against the United States.
The United States has broken U.N. sanctions countless
times; in fact, we defied the
United Nations by starting a
war without its support. The
United States has a tendency
to use the United Nations only
when it is good for the United
States. The embargo forced
upon Iraq by the United States
and other countries in 1990
was responsible for an estimated 500,000 children's deaths,
far more than Hussein is
accused of causing.
And what about preemptive war? That has set a great
example for the world to follow — now you don't even
need to be attacked to go to
war; all you have to do is come
up with some false intelligence
that states you could be
attacked in the distant future
and that is reason enough.
At least the Iraqi people have
democracy. Not exactly — the
war has brought out a separation in the country between the
different segments of Iraq's
diverse population. There are
daily attacks not just against the
Uniled States, but also against

the Iraqi people.
CIA analysts have warned
that civil war is iikelv- And, meanwhile, the American media has
portrayed the formation of a new
Iraqi government as progress
towards democracy, after the
US-selected Iraqi Governing
Council approved the US.backed constitution. Nevermind
the frequent cases of US. troops
firing on Iraqi pniteslers.
So what good has come
out of this war? We're keeping jobs in the United States
because war means that missiles, guns, planes, ships and
all other various assortments
of war materials are going to
be needed and created.
Plenty of US. businesses have
found a little niche in Iraq for
reconstruction projects and oil
ventures Halliburton, an oil/gas
industry service provider formerly headed by Dick Cheney was
awarded a $73 million dollar contract from the government.
Cheney still receives up to $1 million a year from the company,
according corputitcherg
Ifs important not to see Iraq
as an isolated incident — something that happens when a conservative extremist steps into
office, — it represents a pattern of
the type of US. imperialism that
has been going on for the past 50
years. The US. policy has been
varied quite a bit there are cases
where economics can be used to
dictate a country as frequently is
done by the International
Monetary Fund and World Bank.
Then, there are cases where
the United States can prop up a
dictator and have success controlling a country that way.
There are cases in which the
United States can support militants led by former death squad
leaders to overthrow a democratically elected government,
as just was seen in Haib. Then
there are cases — such as Iraq —
where all other methods fail and
the only sure way for control is a
US led invasion.
Yes, war is great lor business. First, you destroy a country, which costs taxpayer
see IRAQ, page 9
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WANTED FRESHMAN.SOPHOMORE AND JORlOR MALES
& FEMALES FOR SUMMER INTERNSHIPS. IF YOU' VE
GOT WHAT IT TAKES TO BE A LEADER IN OUR
COMPANY, THIS COULD BE YOUR NEW OFFICE!!
• Summer training for
college man and woman.

• You don't learn
leadership, you liva it.

• Financial assistance
towards college is
available

■ Push yourself to the
limit. Then take it even
further.

• No training or classes
■ during the school year.

•This in not R.O.T.C, It
is the primary source
of all Marine Officers.

1-800-552-9548

Guaranteed ground, pilot, flight officer
and law positions are available.

www.MARINEOFFICER.com

>i

Leading Marines is one of the greatest
challenges a person can choose to accept. To
stand in front of the smartest, toughest, most
elite forces in the world, rank is not enough.
Before you can say. "Follow me,' you must first
develop intellect, human understanding, and
character to the point where you can inspire
others to follow you If you are ready for a
physical, mental, and leadership challenge U.S.
then this program might be for you.

Marines

The U.S. Marine Corps offers programs for
undergraduates and graduates that allow
you to get started now on mastering the art of
leadership and earning a commission as a
Marine Officer. They're called

The Few. The Proud.
Marine Officer Programs

Captain B.G. MITCHELL
100 Arbor Oak Drive, Suite 106A
Ashland, Va 2323S
MitchellBG@4mcd.usmc.mil

PLC and OCC
Find out if you have what it takes Call or email
for an appointment
Please contact our office for further
information or to set up an
interview.

Alpha Sigma Tau / Valley AIDS Network
th

6

Annual AIDS 5K Run/Walk

Main Event of AIDS AWARENESS WEEK 2004

SATURDAY
March 20
College Center/
Festival Courtyard
Map on Wei

10am Registration
11am 5k Begins
Students: S10
Adults S15
Teams: $100 (Max 15)

'Know Now. Prevent Now. Fight Now."
Registration
Today & Friday:
Warren. UREC. ISAT.
Commons, by contact
info below. OR
On-Site" Saturday
Raffle PPRIZES!!!
Top participant
AWARDS'"
Free T-Shirt to first
50 people registered!!

ENTRY: $5
TIPS: BRING $1 BILLS
OR $3 PLUS TOILETRY
VIP TICKETS: $10
V

All proceeds will go to benefit the Valley AIDS Network

AIL PROCEEDS CENEFIT

www.jmuast.org/aidsawarenes'

THE VALLEY AIDS NETWORK

Please contact Michelle Cary, 540-437-5191,
caryml@jmu.edu with any questions, or visit above website

i MVCBMT1 Ml vim (I SUM w US808
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"Toothpaste,
tuotlibrusli and
dental floss because
dental hygiene It
extremely
important."

Matt Gray

AMY PATERSON/ triior phm,*mpl*t

TJ. Ill
junior, kinesiology

junior, political science

4-

TP cause I can't do
that leaf thing.
Hungry, Hungry
Hippo* and my
THmg-biing muscle
shirt."

"Satellite phone so
I don't go crazy
and start talking
to a volleyball,
space ke cream
and a hatchet"
Aaron Stewart
freshman, undeclared
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"The Bible because
it tells me how to
live my life, T.J.
because he's the
bomb diggity and
the funk"
Jimmy Chapman
senior, philosophy

If you went into exile, what three things would you take?
*

IRAQ: Those lacking

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 'conscience' favor war
Noise violation
penalties too strict,
no warning given
Dear Editor,
This letter is to discuss how
noise* violations are handled In
the dty of Hnrrisonburg. No
longer do the polite issue I
warning and promise to return
with a ticket, mm they offer
you a citation and a warning
that if the1, have to ivtum, you
will be taken to the city lockup.
Where is the justice in
treating honest, hard-working
citizens like common crimin,.ls lor ptaving their music
too loud or having .1 tew
friends t>ver to relax after a
grueling week of work?
ReBuentl oi H.irnsonburg's

Multiculturalism
force that unites
American people
Dear Editor,
According to Jonathan
Kelly B column titled ' I nitni
States Luk.s multiculturalism"
in the March 1 issue of Ihr
Breeze, Western-based culture
"has given us a better society
than the godetiss many other
cultures have developed."
indication, he looks at
the AIDS epidemic in Africa

IRAQ, from page 7

noncollegiate apartment complexes should not be penalized
tor the mere fact that they cannot afford a house with acres of
land I live in an apartment
and, like all apartments, the
walls, ceiling and floor are not
made to be soundproof.
Honestly, the real crime is that
decency and kindness for one's
neighbors has disappeared. 1 do
not live in college housing and 1
am not some crazy 20-st)rnething
who constantly throws raging
parties and keeps her nHghbors
up all times of night. 1 am a single
woman, who just purchased furniture after seven months of
struggling and saving. I invited
four — not 14 or 24 — friends
over to celebrate the end of the
week and my new furniture.

Yes, I am sure we were loud,
but certainly, I was not loud
enough to have my hard-*amed
money taken away in court costs
and fines or loss of time from
work to do community service.
1 received no warning from
the offended party. Since the
police no longer will issue
warnings on the matter, I
believe that people filing the
complaints with the police
should be required to say when
they call whether they H have
duly warned the person before
the police come to your front
door If they have not warned
the accused, it should be recommended that they do so.
I lust want tairness in the
little things in life. 1 am just
like everyone else; I pay taxes,

go to work every day and
treat people fairly.
I believe that it is my
right and the right of many
others to express themselves and speak out when
we believe we are wronged.
People need to realize that
tor v\ery story there are
truly two sides; in this case,
the angry unknown person
who was disturbed by the
banter of my friends and
the hard-working person
who has to pay a price that
is too high for this infraction. All I ask is for a warning and warnings for others
in my situation.
Candace H. Wilbom
Harrisonburg resident

How about the dead Iraqis
and U.S. soldiers and journalists. There are an estimated
10,000 Iraqi civilians dead
from the war, according to

to prove we are more openminded than they are. He
wrote that "neither contraception nor abstinence is accepted as part of the culture."
One might say the same of
our culture, given the opposition to teaching and distribution of contraception in our
schools. Ik-sides, one reason
people in Africa might be
wary of V\fcstem ideas is that
they have been brutally
oppressed by them.
The AIDS epidemic does not

prove that our culture is more
open to learning than other cultures. For years in the United
States, the epidemic was
ignored because it was thought
to be a gay issue. Kelly aho
asserted that in Africa women
are treated "as merely secondclass birth-givers." but ignored
the female deities revered in
many African societies.
The treatment of women m
the United States has an
oppressive history as well, in
voting, in equal access to jobs

and in equal pay. Let him
without sin cast the first stone.
last semester, I studied in
Madagascar and was delighted with the people's jubilance
of everyday life
Kelly's article brings up an
important question — if the
United States lacks multiculturalism, then besides the
nationalism exhibited in
Kelly's article, what unites us?

www.iraqbodycount.net.

Julia Reis
senior, geology/ anthropology

Want to write a Letter to the Editor?

money, then you pay U.S. corporations to rebuild it with
taxpayer money. But, there
seems to be something missing from this equation.

There are an
estimated 10,000
Iraqi civilians dead
from the war and 550
U.S. soldiers dead.

According to the March 29
issue Nation Magazine, the war
in Iraq claimed the lives of
549 U.S. soldiers
There also are countless
numbers injured — people who
will never walk again, people

who will never see again and
manv other physical ailments
that will last a lifetime.
Then, of course, there are
those in Iraq who will have to
suffer from other things.
Despite the United States'
almighty technological powers, many areas are still without running water — nevermind electricity. Food is hard
to come by. and hospitals are
in shambles.
So, when March 20 comes
around, there will be people celebrating. They won't be the friends
anil tamiliesot IIS soldier* Irtey
won't be the Iraqis who barely
have enough food and water to
make it through a day. They
won't be Americans, at least not
those with any owtecience.
They'll be'the chief executive
officers,
shareholders and
■ByluyoB
of
companies
involved in the production of
weapons. They'll be the CEOs,
the shareixJders and employees
of companies involved in the
rea>nstruction of Iraq. Well,
happy anniversary ... murderers
Jami Bowie ts a junior philosophy major.

Letters to the Editor should he less
thiin 500 words and he submitted to
breeuopinion@hotniaU.com. Please
include your name, year, major, phone
iiuiuher and address.

Ydf oi Wt
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Sorority/ Fraternity
Accomplishments

tfotfi fHtfmamU pMjSaU and hailloomil
Ragtime Fabrics offers a wide selection of
In-stock bridal and formal fabrics, gorgeous
trims and the full line of Butterlck patterns
It you do no) find what you are looking tor. wa ottar a larga aalaction
of Special Omar fabric tampln hooka Vogua and McCall pattarna
and apaclalry trtma

Zeta Beta Tau:
Great success with polar bear club
philanthropy which took place at VA Beach!

Wa can ralar aaamatraaaaa to maka your dream
wadding or formal a mamorabla reality

60 West Market Street

Downtown H'burg
www.ragtimefabrics.com
434-5663
Husqvarna/Viking machine dealer

M-TH 9-5

Highest Fall Semester GPA:

F9-6
Sat 9-4

Tri Delta

•5 Quality Lite * Quality Food = Saigon Cale -Quality Lite + Quality Food = Saigon Cafe
o

Delta Chi

Authentic Vietnamese Cuisine

Saigon Csfe
Family owned and operated since 1996
We specialize in shrimp dishes
and making tofu taste delicious
Include tolu with any Entree

Vietnamese Soup Pho
Soups
Appetizers
Char-Grill
Vegetarian
Seafood
Beef
Chicken
Pork

Lunch Buffet
Monday-Thursday
11:30-2:00

Friday
Shrimp Buffet
11:30-2:00

$5.99

$7.45

540-434-5750

Antique Mall • Rolling Hills Shopping Center
787 East Market Street • Harrisonburg

O
Quality Lite • Quality Food = Saigon Cafe •Quality Lite + Quality Food = Saigon Cafe &

Alpha Phi:
They raised $1205 for Cardiac Care with
their A-Phiasco philanthropy event!
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HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Today's Birthday (March 18) You're initially stopped when something you think you know doesn't
work. Confusion diminishes as you study and as your self-confidence increases. You II end up stronger
yet still sensitive — an excellent combination.

1

Aries March 21-April 19

'7

Libra Sept. 23-Ocl 22

Today is a 6 - There's another good deal
»coming up, but this one requires some
thought. Insider information is helpful,
too. Ask around. Find somebody
who knows.

5fr
.

■

23

. Today is a 7 - Watch out for breakage, or
* perhaps a thwarting of your intention.
Later in the day is better for romance and
everything else.

*

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Today is a 6 - It's probably a good idea for
Sw\ you to stay close to home tonight and per^^» Today is a 6 - An older person will think
jKjn better ol you, but not because of what you ^■BT h.ips even tomorrow night. Schedule your
(T* big date for Sunday.
/Ji^\ "Y-11"1 produce results and you'U win.

4H

Today is a 7- Continue to review your
options. You'll find that one eventually
stands out as superior to the others. It may
take a while, but it will happen.

h

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feto. 18

July 23-Aug. 22
Today is a 6 - Sometimes the money you
make doesn't come directly into vou
pocket. Money from appreciation counts
too, as do savings on the stuff you buy.
Figure out all the angles and keep more

R Today is a 6 - You could get a chance to
make a lot of loot over the next few days.
This isn't easy, but if you serve well, you'll
be generously rewarded

ol what vou h,iw

Pisces Feb. 19-March 20

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
fa- Today is a 7- It's still possible to make
^JN your dreams come true, but reality keeps
^M interfering Don't give up

+_
jf%fc
^^^T
*^

Today is a 7 - The harder you push yourself to finish what s on your list, the more
enthusiastic you'll feel when it's done,
even though you may be exhausted. It's a
good kind of pooped.

- Tribune Media SwfcM

RIDDII

of the Day

Solutions to Last Issue' i Puzzle
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I have a neck, but no
head. I have two
arms, but no hands.
What am I?
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Answer lo last issue s riddle
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Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19

24

40

Gemini May 21-June 21

Today is an 8 - Your negotiations could
I turn out well, but don't think you have to
' tell everybody about the deal you've
made. Keep it to yourself.

3/

4?

Cancer June 22-July 22

1 1
a

0

re

X)

?S

Today is a 5 - Don't punch out a person
JB^i you find irritating, lust wait — he or she
^^VB will >;et their just rewards, and you won't
" look like the bad guy. Besides, you might
lose the fight.

4

I

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

Taurus April 20-May 20

*l

3

1

Today i» a 7 - Don't dip into savings for
something you can do without for a while.
Figure out a way to make more money
instead. Yes, vou can.

fri

1

14

M

ACROSS
1 Jettison
5 Scarborough
event
9 Harmonize
14 Novelist
Morrison
15 High point
16 Stair piece
17 MacGraw
and Baba
18 Present
packaging
19 Drain to the
bottom
20 Babe
23 Disappointing
car
24 Pose for
a portrait
25 Young newt
28 Period ot note
29 Stickups
33 Capital by
a fjord
34 No-no
35 Lazy_
36 Babe
40 Wood-splitting
tool
41 Railroad hub
42 Shocking
swimmers?
43 Kickoff

■

H 1

■

1

warn
•A

53

50

5,

"

5fi

^

1 1
59

«

65

45 "Annabel Lee"
poet
48 New Haven
scholar
49 Tankard
contents
50 Success in
spades
52 Babe
57 Monastery
head
59 Highland
hillside
60 Length times
width
61 Dunne or Cara
62 Eye awnings?
63 Mountain pool
64 Less likely
65 Bridge seat
66 Word in a
threat

"
II

DOWN
Paper fastener
More sacred
Mystery
Dancing spot
Doe's baby
Pasture piece
Mosque leader
Meal
Butler of
"Grace Under
Fire"
10 Pale green
bean
11 Cafe order
12 Court divider
13 Thirsty
21 Start breathing
22 Bro's sibling
26 Linen fiber
27 Weight for
freight
30 Recede
31 Chit letters
32 Weather
balloon device
33 Drum out
34 Harbor boats
35 Saws wood
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

40 Itsy-bitsy
43 Grand Opry
44 Small stone
45 More than one
46 Horse operas
47 Natural gas
constituent
49 Fall bloomer
51 Jalopy
53 First-rate
54 Prima donna's
number
55 Fellows
56 For fear that
57 Jordan's
nickname
58 Bikini bandeau

36 Orange cover
37 Off-the-cuff
speaker
38 Hankering
39 Go _ (lose it)

SUNCHASE STILL HAS A PLACE FOR YOU!
If you're still looking for that golden apartment
at the end of the rainbow, then hurry to Sunchase
before it disappears.
Need a place right now or perhaps for the summer,
or know someone who does?
Sunchase has a place for you with
spacious bedrooms, private bathrooms and
so much more.
Stop by our office for more information
Don't wait! Hurry in today!

540.442.4800
www.sunchase.net
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Senior shares Spring Break memories?—
experience of last college basketball games-.
Story by senior writer Drew Wilson
hen Spring Break rolls around,
most college students pack
their bags for a Caribbean
the cold chill of the Shenandoah Valley in
March for the warm tropical sun.
I thought about booking a flight to Cancun or
ut it, the more I realized that's just not me.
For the past three years, 1 spent my Spring
Break covering the JMU men*, and women's
basketball teams at their respective Colonial
Mtthptlc Association "Tournaments. Not covering them for a fourth year — my final year as
a student — felt like a crime. For most of us,
you only can be a student once. And, for all I
-kfttfw, -this could be <h«~last -time 1 would
cover JMU basketball as a reporter
With my decision to cover the men's and
women's CAA tournament games, 1 made
hotel reservations and packed my bags lor a
weet oftraveiT
■0~)i)i
"""

ho-

«l~

4SLA.X**

/li*A>

players took the court for warm-ups.
Approximately 40 minutes later, it was game
time and time for me to get to work.
i baoelim toohowt phu
tos during the game JMU got off to a horrible
start, and 1 thought to myself, "Here we go'
again." However, JMU came back and made
id^ame out of it, A few more, fjeettwffia,
and the Dukes could have upset the Seahawks.
Following the game, the reporters headed to
the press conference. I think we all knew it
would be the last time we would see coach
Sherman DflTard at a JMU pUKJjUTW UUBVIM.
With the JMU men out of the tournament, 1
decided to stay in Richmond an extra day to see
some more games. Saturday morning started
with trie GAA Legends Breakfast, an event-that
honors one former player from every school in
the conference. JMU honored Linton Townes,
who played for the Dukes from 197V-82. Later
thai day, I made n over to the coliseum to catch
,i tew more games before I called it a weekend.

r-

t&A

A^r*a

T

"With JMU"" opening the "CAA Tr
Friday night at the Richmond Coliseum, 1 was
After heading home for a few days, I packed
expecting to enjoy a Thursday night off by up for Norfolk early Wednesday morning and
attending the women's basketball season finale headed to the women's CAA Tournament. It
al ihtt rnnvor^m f-nH-r M |UH ^ Spectator, -was jutf my luck — whavi arrived at my hotel
However, little did I know that the men's tour- the computers were down and I couldn't check
nament would make the news on the eve of the in. I wasted an hour at the nearby MacArthur
tournament's opening day.
Center mall, but when I returned, the computShortly t* i
ocatoon er- still wen down With less than an hour until
I founcToullnafme men's assistant has
>;ame time. I managed to gel a room anyway so
ketball coach, Kevin Baggett, had been fired two that I could change and get to the arena in time
days before the Dukes were scheduled to take the
It was my third visit to the Ted Constant
floor against the University of North Carolina- Convocation Center, the home coliseum of
Wtfmw£ton Attrr nmvmj* ar trie Raine, rumors OW Dominion University Onh/twa years
spread quickly on press row, and I already could old, "The Ted," as it is called, is probably
toll it was going to be a long WMh
the nicest basketball facility in the CAA.
Friday afternoon, I hopped in my car and The hospitality room and media room was
id-Alter arnvjpg atmy hotel not a dungeon like 'n the Richmond
a little after 4 p.m., 1 headed to the coliseum for Coliseum, but it was a lot smaller \it.-i
the 5:30 p.m. game between the College of grabbing a quick snack, it was time for the
William & Mary and Towson University.
Dukes to tip off against Towson.
The media hospitality room at the coliseum is
I arly on, it looked as though |ML would
"setup
[he arena To briefly describe he exiting early Yet (he Dukes put together a
it, me makeshift room is in a cinder block k»ad- run that got them back in the game. When 1
in£ area However, time are royal blue curtains was sitting on the baseline taking photos, a
hung so the room doesn'l feel like a u>mpk'te Towson player hit a shot to put the Tigers up
*~ ■ ■ QUnf^et rfl - T I W^Wr 1T%V » <T SfiTCTlr 1*IIIH I Iff H-^ nt^TfriE
by 1-pomr with -W.2 seconds. AH \ could think
with a press conference area, a table stacked with about was another disappointing exil for JMU
all of tlif UMIIIS' media guides and a press area basketball in less than a week.
for reporters to file stories.
Having covered the women's team all year, I
A ten minutes after 7:30 p.m., the JMU knew they could fiod_a_ way to win. bur*

enough, red-shirt senior guard Jody LeKose
nailed a 3-pointer that would give JMU the win.
As a member of the media, it's customary to not
■ I had- to bettfcs the txcitenwnt of1 u«
win. Nevertheless, it was a heck of a game.
The next day, JMU wasn't as lucky. The
Dukes fell behind and never caught their breath.
The loss ended th** l>iiWp^' **>.wri and for me, it
was hard to believe it was over.
For four years, I've lived for JMU basketball.
I've attended almost every men's game that didn't conflict with a Breeze production schedule. On
TWWJrhefi's SEte; rve covered theTeam for ~ST
four years. I'd always hoped JMU would make
the NCAAs while I .was a student, but that never
was the case. I'll have to settle for watching them
i si un mu9-~~ —~ ■ ■

U J-A,A^p
ISetore 1 left, I had talfafl wi,th n\y
w local
sports editor He told me to call him if
JMU had been knocked out of the tournament early. Since it had, I called him
iim and
he said the newspaper had_an extra press
crerreTTttal for Friday n Iff fit's secortd ses:
sion of the Atlantic Coast Conference
Tournament. Growing up a big ACC fan, it
was like a dream come true.
Instead of drivin^-ba^k to I
loaded the car and headed to Greensboro.
N.C. I'd been to, and even covered, a few
ACC games over the past few years, but 1
had been to the ACC Tournament. To
it's the mecca of college basketball.
This year, it proved to be just that.
I watched the first game, and wrote a
KUM story for the Danville Register cV Bee
on the smHid-gamg-frewpgn Watc wrest
University and the University of Maryland
Again, with my luck, the game ran really
late and 1 didn't get to enjoy the BUM
frincfl | already WJI» about an hour patt
deadline. I finished my story and e-mailed
it in shortly before 1 am. Then, I headed
back home for the night and left to return to
Harrisonburg the next morning,
verall — In a week — I had
put over 1,100 miles on my
Ocar, watched more live basketball than most do in an entire
"season and was dead "tired. ~t"
may have gotten little relaxation, but looking back, if I had to decide between
c incttfl or JMU basketball, I'd make the
sduic decision a!

H
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Cerebral Palsy is no laughing matter.
(but, on March 22, it is.)

Will Marlon
(the comedian who "happens to have Cerebral Palsy")
March 11

8pm

Wilson Hall

Will Marfori is pad ol JMU Disabilities Awareness Weeli (March 22 25)
Contact Taylor Kennedy al lieiinedll a jinii.edii or visit imp: npk.jniii.edu lor more info.
I

HELPED

SAVE

LIFE

TODAY

/"

GAVF

MARCH IS WOMEN'S HISTORY MONTH
Anyone can be a donor Plasma donor*
are people just like you: moms, dads, nieces, nephew,
daughters, sons, teachers, housewives, construction
workers, retarf associates, lawyers, doctors' and nurses
Donating plasma cs an opportunity (or you to impact
people's lives in a truly unique way. Help save a life
donate plasma today

",o 1 nil

-

wM

^BioLife
91 ASM A SFRVKCS §

WHAT CAN ONE WOMAN DO
TO CHANGE THE WORLD?
During a time of Smiled rights for women, Mary Baker Eddy (bom 1821) founded
the Christian Science Church in 1879 which has branches in 79 countries today.
She was a spiritual leader and healer, a thinker, writer, publisher, speaker
in 1908, at age 87, she founded The Christian Sctance Monitor, an international
daily paper, winner of 7 Pulitzer prizes (to date). Her book Selene* and
HaaHh with Kay to tha Scrtpturaa presents spiritual ideas and practical solutions.
Pound on line at www.spirituality.com.
For news of women's accomplishments today visit www.csrrmnitor.cMm/women

Sprung out
over Spring Break,

269 Lucy Drive • Harrisonburg.VA • 22801
www.biolifeplasma.com

_pw Prices -

Rfl
(SI
o

Best Food - Low, Low, Low Prices - Best Fo_

China Express

I Free Delivery
2 FIPX Arrentori
j nex Accepted

(540) 568-9899 I
^un-Thu until 1am o
& Fri-Sat until 2am *

Super Combo
• SC1 Chicken Broccoli
SC2 Pork, Chicken, Beef or Shrimp Chow Mem
SC3 Sweet and Sour Chicken
SC4 Sweel and Sour Pork
SC5 Moo Goo Gai Pan
• SC6 Chicken with Garlic Sauce
• SC7 Hunan Chicken
SC8 Pork with Mixed Vegetables
SC9 Mixed Chinese Vegetables
• SC10 Hunan Vegetables
SC11 Chicken with Cashew Nuts
•SC12KungPao Chicken
• SC13 Szechuan Chicken
SC14 Almond Chicken
•SC15 Hunan Beef
SC16 Pepper Steak
SC17 Beet with Broccoli
• SC18 Szechuan Beef
SC19 Jumbo Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
SC20 Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables
• SC21 Hunan Shrimp
SC22 Triple Delight
• SC23 General Tso's Chicken
SC24 Sesame Chicken
SC25 Four Seasons
SC26 Pork, Chicken, Beet, or Shrimp Lo Mein
SC27 Chicken with Vegetables
• SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken

or do you still
need to SPRING
over to Ashby to
get your apt. for

All entrees come with

Sweet and Sour Chicken

NEXT YEAR?

Spring Roll

8 oz. Plain Fried Rice
and choice of soup:

only Q^Q

Indicates Spicy (can be altered to taste)

Wonton.

Hurry

Egg Drop.
or Hot and Sour
and don't forget..
25c Cheese Wontons
(limit 2 with $15 purchase)
Lunch Special $3.95 and up

China Express

Choices

are

4e Dwindling #^4*
4,

1031 Port Republic Rd
Menu, Specials and Map Found On

GolL(D®teOn.com
taU
mamm
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•(Marfori] is extremely funny and uses the medium
of comedy to make us laugh and to bring awareness to people [about those] with disabilities."

On the catwalk
Professional drag queens descend
on JMU Sunday for the second
annual Cabaret Show fund raiser
for the Valley AIDS Network.
SM

STEVE SHOUP

UPB director of variety events

story beta*

SM

story Mow

HoadsSp|„
JMU Breakdancing Club attracts national
fan base with fifth annual competition
BY COREY NELSON

contributing writer
Busting a move Is about to take a
crazy turn at the upcoming Circles 5
break dancing competition, which will be
held March 20 from 6 p.m to midnight,
in the Sinclair Gymnasium
Circles is the JMU Breakdancing
Gub's annual charity competition to
benefit the Harrisonburg Boys and Girls
Club, according to junior Sieve Shoup,
UPB director of variety entertainment.
The University Program Board is aiding
in organizing and promoting the
event, which is in its fifth year. /-"J
Circles Is a national break
N/i"l
dancing competition and
convention, and will be
emceed this year by
veteran disc jockey, Freestyle.

The point of the occasion is not only to Awesome and Soup LYJour. The night
generate interest in the area of break will entertain with the concoction of two
dancing, but also to watch new moves battles, including a "Bonnie and Clyde
lea m from other groups and showcase an Battle," which consists of one female and
unusual talent to a virgin audience. one male break dancer on each team
"Crews that will finish at the top will
The main event of the night will be
always have new things to learn and that the final battle: a four-on-four BBoy, or
brings a lot of excitement," Shoup said.
break dancer, battle with the reward of
It's all about polishing and sharpen- $2,000 to the winner.
ing talent. "The real tun about Circles is
"Circles identifies areas of the
that, for most people, it is not your aver- underground hip hop/BBoy scene that
age event, you really get to see something many people are unaware of," said
you haven't seen before," said senior sophomore John Eppes, a member of
Justin Busacca, former president of the JMU's Breakdancing Club The showJMU Breakdancing Cub
casing of talents and intense battles will
The event will be com- leave you breathless
<?
posed of numerous eleThis is what real dancing is all
ments to help whet the about," he said. "Straight up in-your\U,W ]
taste buds of a hip-hop- face action." Every year, attendance
infused fan base There only has increased steadily, from only
will be a graffiti expo, an 100 people in March 2000 to over 800
emcee battle for $100, a people at last year's event, according to
disc jockey exposition fea- Shoup. This year, organizers are expectturing internationally rec- ing over 1,000 people from all over the
o
ognized DJs Geometrix East Coast to compete or attend, he said.
0 and Lokee and a perform"Last year's Circles coincided with
ance by Madison Dance Relay for Life and it doesn't this year,
Club, according to Shoup. so we're hoping thai will help us out,"
Graffiti artists exhibit Shoup said.
their work on canvases 6
All proceeds will be donated to the
to 8 feet high, he said.
Harrisonburg Boys and Girls Club. Last
"This is one of Ihe big- year, the Breakdancing Club donated
ger competitions you'll $5,000, according to Shoup. "Circles is
see," Shoup said. "Last one of the main reasons why the
year ended in a tie and Breakdancing Cub exists," said junior
was followed by two Geoff Troidl, president of the JMU
rounds of very Intense Breakdancing Club "It is our chance to
tiebreakers."
not only throw a fun and entertaining
Crews, or groups of event but it is a chance for us to give
break dancers, will attend back to the community."
from all over the country,
The event costs $7 with a student
according to Shoup
identification, and $10 for general admisCircles 5 will boast many JMU sion. There will be an additional $5
groups at Ihe event including well- charge for video cameras. Doors open at
known crews Air floor Dynasty, Not The 5 p.m., and battles begin at 6pm

PATRICK BREDLAND/j«8f oflur
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COMEDY PREVIEW

Cabaret
Comedian
tells
some
kind
of
sick
joke
funds AIDS
Will Marfori uses disability to project humor through stand-up show
network
BY TRACEY HACKER

BY ERIN LEE

staff writer
Drag queens will reign the
stage to raise money for the
Valley AIDS Network at thesecond annual Cabaret
WANNA GO?
Show
March 21
WHAT:
at 8 p.m.
(\lt\KI I
in
the
Snow
College
Center
WHIN:
Grand
\lw«. II 21
Ballroom.
\l X P.M.
The
University
Win KI :
Health
Center and
t
h
e
University
<;KWI>
Program
lt\l I WHIM
Board are
sponsoring the event. The
money raised will be donated to
the Valley AIDS Network, which
provides funds for AIDS educaset AIDS, page 14

contributing writer
A nationally touring comedian will bring a new flavor of
comedy to JMU — showing a
unique perspective on life
through his tribulations with
cerebral palsy
Comedian Will Marfori will
be performing at 8 p.m March
22 in Wilson Hall Auditorium.
Marfori was born with
cerebral palsy and has been
entertaining audiences by
using humor about his condition to illustrate his unique
perspective on life, according
to his Web site, www .willmarfbri.com. Marfori's upcoming,
performance will be a
Wellness Passport event with
no admission fee.
"IMarfori] is extremely
funny and uses the medium of
comedy to make us laugh and
to bring awareness to people
labout those] with disabilities,"
according to junior Steve Shoup,
UPB director of variety events
Junior Taylor Kennedy,

UPB director of issues and
cultural awarness and senior
Sara Whitney, the chairperson
for Disabilities Awareness
Week for the Council for
Exceptional Children, are the
organizers of the event
Members of the UPB executive board

saw

WANNA Go?
Marfori
perform at
WHO:
the annual
Win
National
Association
\l\KIOKI
of Campus
Activities
WHEN:
southern
MARCH 22
regional
\l N KM,
conference
in
Oct.
2 0 0 3,
according
\\ II SON
to senior
Amanda
Jordan, _ \i in ii IKII \|
UPB executive director
She said NACA is a leadership conference that gathers
schools within the region to
showcase talent and have

workshops on programming
Marfori uses his humor and
experiences from living with
cerebral palsy to prove wrong
all those who doubt his capabilities despite his disability
This seems like a good way
to raise awareness about disabilities without being abrasive," Kennedy said
Senior Keri Schlosser, UPB
director of finance, said, "He
makes people understand
what the truth behind (cerebral palsy) is and the misconception of the disease
"He makes light of the situation by using his talent he
has to make people laugh,"
she said. "His show is one of
the funniest things I have
ever seen, and you feel as if
you come away a better person
trom
your
newly
acquired knowledge"
Shoup said, "He is also living proof that people with disabilities can still be viable members of society"
Senior Meredith Weiss,
UPB director of musical

I

events, is looking forward to
iittending the show. "I think
it's great that we can use entertainment to bring to light

health issues that we don't
normally hear about," Weiss
said "It offers us lessons and
laughs," she added.

Phmi axineiy Of VWVEKSnY NtOGKAM BOAK1)

Comedian Will Marfori will perform his free stand-up comedy show at Wilson Hall Auditorium March 22 at 8 p.m.
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AIDS: Drag
queens bring
awareness
in fundraiser
AIDS, from page 13
tion and patients.
Sabrina
B.,
Ms. Gay
Harrisonburg 2002-'03, will
emcee and perform at this year's
show for the second year in a row
"We've been doing AIDS
benefit shows for years and
years and never raised a lot of
money, so we wanted to team
up with another organization,"
Sabrina B. said. "Then, we
teamed up with the JMU Health
Center and the AIDS benefit
shows went to the next level."
Thirteen other professional
drag queens from Virginia,
Washington, D.C., and as far
away as Kentucky will be lipsv ni ing to music tracks, dancing
and performing comedy acts,
according to Sabrina B.
I reshman Jeremy Paredes,
UPB director of media and public relations, said this year's goal
is to top last year's donations.
Ann Simmons, coordinator
of health promotions, said that
the Health Center hopes to raise
$5,000 this year. Last year, it
raised $2,300. "We hope this
year, because we will have the
whole ballroom, we'll have a
full house," Simmons said.
Paredes said, "UPB is definitely working to enhance our
community, and we believe in
giving back to Harrisonburg —
it's our home away from home"

KEVAN MACIVFR/<i*i/n/«i.//'

Ttw University Program Board began Its weekly online poll last semester to gain feedback from students and to aid with decisions about events at JMU.

Students take to the e-polls
UPB surveys student entertainment desires through new medium
BY ERIN LIII

2003, according to senior
Amanda Jordan. UPB ewutn ■
director. Since its beginning last
Why has Raffi never set fall, the poll's popularity has
foot on JMU soil? There is a been increasing. Cronin said
secret behind the campus' rep- over 5,000 votes were received
utation for hosting trendv, ter- regarding the spring concert
rific performers — the
Pollho<t.com is a free Knia
University Program Board that keeps track of the votes
poll. In an effort to understand cast on the Web site and gentrends in the student body's erates the bar chart to show
— Jonathan Cronin
tastes. UI'B features an online the results, according to
L PB director of
poll on its Web site.
multimedia and dcMen
Cronin. He said it has precauThe poll can be found at tions which keep people from
upb.jmu.edu and is powered voting more than once.
by a free account at
"In a perfect world, we mine what groups are being
urww.pollhost.com.
would just have one vote from routed in the direction of
The polls are changed everyone who goes to JMU, JMU, such as groups perweekly, according to fresh- but that's not going to hap- forming in Richmond or
man Jeremy Paredes, UPB pen," Cronin said. "The best Virginia Beach. However, it is
director of media and public we can do is try to make the not always up to UPB and
relations. He said L'PII post- impact that everyone has on JMU whether or not a group
ed polls to aid with decisions the poll's results equal."
will perform here; the group
it needs to make about
Sometimes the poll fea- has to be available and willpotential JMU events.
tures random questions, too, ing to perform in a college
The questions come from such as this week's poll, vcnui .is well
any UPB board member who "What do you want in an
Snoop Dogg won the
has a topic they would like engagement ring?"
Opinion poll in November,
campus-wide input on, or
It is important to know and UPB tried to bring him to
something that's just for fun, what the JMU public wants," campus, but, because of manaccording to junior Jonathan Paredes said. "|The) poll is a agement and other decisions,
Cronin, UPB director of multi- great way to find out, he u.i- unable to perform at
media and graphic design.
although it is not the only JMU. according to Paredes.
The poll began in September way." UPB also must defer- N.E.R.D. and Black Eyed

~Ur
The best we can dojs
try to make the impact
that everyone has on
the poll's results equal.

staff writer

Peas were the second runners-up in that poll, so UPB
contacted them, but both
groups could not be booked
either, due to decisions on the
groups' management level.
"It (getting performersi
doesn't always work out as
planned, but it can work out
|\»sitivd\ ' I'.in.s.lcs said.
A recent poll .isking students to identify who thev
would like to see perform at
JMU included Maroon 5. Less
than Jake and several other
groups. Pop-rock group
Maroon 5 won the poll by 40
percent and ska group Less
Than Jake got about 30 percent of the vote. UPB was able
to book both bands to perform
April 21 at the Convocation
Center at 8 p.m.
Junior Amanda Thon
said, "I voted for Maroon 5
because I really wanted
them to come this semester
because they are one of my
favorite bands right now."
She found the poll on a
friend's America Online
Instant Messenger profile
and copied the poll's link
onto her own profile.

"1 put [the link) on my profile to get more people to see it,
and hopefully get them to
vote for Maroon 5," she said.
Paredes said one of Ultra
main goals is bringing diverse
performers to JMU. Last fall,
UPB sponsored concerts by
country singer Phil Vassar,
alternative group 311, and
(.r.iham Colton and Sponge
through the Music Industry
422 class. In February, Ziggy
Marley and Michael Franti &
Spearhead were the first reggae acts to appear at JMU.
Hip-hop musician Rah/el will
open the show. "We think the
poll online is a great outlet
for students to show their
opinions," Paredes said.
"The poll has no official
mission," Cronin said. "It is a
tool we use to see what the
[MU population thinks of certain issues "
UPB also encourages students to express their performance interests directly to
UPB Via e-mail. The UPB Web
site, upb.jmu.edu, features contact information for various
committee members.

-46-

... this year's show
promises to be just as
outrageous ana entertaining as last year's.
— Steve Shoup

UPB director of virien event-

95
AIDS prevention and awareness also is a main focus of the
event in addition to raising
money for the network.
R.E.A.C.H. peers coordinators
will discuss statistics and prevention of the disease during
breaks, according to Simmons.
Raffle prizes will be given
out during the show ranging
from dinner at the Four Points
Sheraton to Pamela's Secrets
gift certificates.
While last year's Cabaret
Show featured Student Body
I 'resident Uevar Stoney, a senior,
on the runway in drag, no word
has been released if the audieno?
will experience something similar this year, according to junior
Sieve Shoup, UPB director ol
variety events
"No one has committed to the
idea, but this year's show promises to be just as outrageous and
entertaining as last year's," he said
Paredes said, "I think ifs a
really entertaining program, but
that's not the entire focus of it. Its
intention is to raise awareness
about AIDS, and it's important for
students to know about this sexually transmitted disease."
Tickets are $5 at the door or
$3 with a donation of a toiletry
iiiin such .is toothpaste or soap
tor the Valley AIDS network,
according to Simmons. Patrons
also are encouraged to tip the
performers, she Mid

VIDEO GAME REVIEW

'Crystal Chronicles' fulfills gamers' fantasies
BY LAURKN WALLACE

contributing writer
The latest edition in the
revered "Final
Fantasy'
series,
"Final
Fant.isv
Crystal Chronicles" ($46.95.
Amazon.com), brings a different kind of game play to this
old favorite.
By connecting to the
Nintendo Gamecube using
either multiple controllers or
Game Boy Advanced SP, up to
four gamers can play together.
The multiple player capabilities
of "Crystal Chronicles" allows
many gamers to expenence the
whimsical world Square Enix
USASquaresoft dreamt up for
the first "Final Fantasv game
for the Gamecube svstt-rn
Rated "T" for teens due to
fantasy violence,
"Crystal
Chronicles" is nonetheless an
enchanting game that can be
played by the whole family
In the game, players are
charged with saving a village
from the threat of miasma, a
kind of poisonous gas that

threatens to overtake ewr\
thing in its path. In order to
keep the miasma from spreading, players must replenish the
power of protective , ivst.il>
The crystals regain their power
from myrrh — the water ol lite
— a substance players must
collect from myrrh trees. All the
trees are guarded by beasts that
players must defeat
"Crystal Chronicles" has a
variety of character tribes players can choose. Gamers can play

lavatSeDde, LBtyornike,

all of which an' different speck's
living in the world of the game.
Each tribe has its own strengths
and weaknesses, such as the
Selkie's ability to use powerful
focus attacks and the Yuke's
strength in magic use.
Players can customize their
characters by choosing their
gender, tribe and hair and
clothing variation. In all, thenare 32 character types to choose
horn, which allows for endless
playing combinations.
( Vie run ti'.itureof the game is
that eadi character has a lamih

back at the home base village.
Whenever a player defeats a
guardian monster, a moogle — a
cute, furry staple of the "Final
Fantasy" series that looks like a
tailless cat with bat's wings —
delivers a letter from a memoir of
the player's family Players have
many options when creating their
I.imilkv. including the choice of
the family's trade. If one chooses
to be in a family of blacksmiths,
the family will be able to buy
things such as armor
The graphics are simply
breathtaking Smooth Una and
vibrant colors dominate everything in the game, from the
I s to the lowliest bush.
One downside is that if a
Game Boy Ls chosen as a controlk'r using the GBA link cable.
the game will freeze if it Ls left
HltttBndod for a few minutes.
Also, while every member of
the party who has a (.amc Boy
as a controUer will be able to use
his or her own status and menu
screens, any member of the
party who doesn't have one will
have to use a menu on the tele-

Ap& *** T^

HMouiunny of f.AMH I HI IA\n< .Mr
In Nintendo's 'Final Fantasy: Crystal Chronicles- players can
play forever without repetition due to many gaming options.

vision KMV which interrupts
the action lor all other players.
Considering the character
customization, replay value
and overall beauty "Final

s

Fantasy I rvst.il ( hrom.
no one touched by its charm
will be able to resist this stellar
game Round up your friends
and start the adventure

o0W.^K
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BUFFALO WILD WI NO i
= » GRILL & BAR *^r

Buy One Cone or Cup
&> Get One Free!
Flavor of the week: OREO
(Waffle Cones .50 Extra)
1 Coupon Per Person Expires 3/25/04 H'Burg Store Only
58 E. Wolfe St., Harrisonburg
\

i

Now Accepting FLEX!
CHICK puT puB omit jREoAu

■»••

WpN: Trjia
TriAa Contest - Winner Tak<te
Tak* Away
Awa> $100
HQM:
i Tujl 30centwhgs
JL

tit).| kit legs 1

Ak

% TllliRj: Karaok J

i W

1007 South Main Harrisonburg. Va 22301

t

'

438-9
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Famous figures make cameos in Pearl's debut novel
'The Dante Club' captures avid readers with 'investigative skills, engaging plot'
Almost a century before the
Fantastic Four and the Justice
League of America, when trouble brewed along the gaslight
lit streets in 1865 Boston, hope
was in the hands of an intellectual fellowship of poets, doctors, publishers and professors
known as the Dante Club.
Such is the conceit of
Matthew Pearl's debut novel
"The Dante Club," recently
released in paperback. Reallife poets Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow and James Russell
Lowell, writer and doctor
Oliver Wendell Holmes and
publisher J.T. Fields combine
powers to usher in the first
American translation of Dante
Alighieri's "Inferno." Until
then, the Italian poet and his
famous epic poem about a

journey of spiritual absolution
through hell were unknown to
the American masses.
So we have the historical
aspect of the novel. And the fictional aspect, you ask? It turns
out that Pearl casts the brains
of these four thinkers against
the merciless brawn of a mysterious serial killer prowling
the metropolis of post-Civil
War Boston. What catches the
attention of this group is that
the murders are meticulously
based on those punishments
that Dante doles out for the
sinners in his poem.
Fitting with a poem based on
a journey through the circles of
hell, the murders are executed
with the kind of gruesomeness
reserved for the cinema of
Hollywood or the fiction of

by aanior writ«r

Zak Salih
Stephen King, A judge who
refused to cast a vote on the
Fugitive Slave Act is punished
in the same way Dante punishes the neutrals in his Active hell:
his corpse is found on sandy
ground next to a blank banner,
suppurating wounds engorged

Candle's Spa

THE LOOK
CALL
433-3322

•

Cc/f b'otinf f 7 Yfon
■Ntartoal
HAIKSTYLING 'TANNING ■ NAILS • DAY SPA a MASSAGE
Haircuts
Perm

$7.00
J25.00

Massage $25.00

Month of Tanning
$25.00

Highlights $10.00

Tan till May 15th
$45.00

Color $30.00

Reservoir Street across from Costco.

with maggots, flies and wasps.
Like most good whodunit
murder mysteries, there are
many potential suspects who
would use Dante's poetry to
exact violence upon Boston.
Irate Italian professors jealous
of their national treasure,

scholastically suffering students, Boston detectives, suppressive university department heads and mischievous
thieves — all are suspect.
Ralph Waldo Emerson and
Nathaniel Hawthorne make
brief appearances as well,
though thankfully not as murder suspects or victims
However, for all the leniencies Pearl takes with history,
"The Dante Club" is an
engrossing and thoroughly
entertaining read. There's
something both awkward and
awesome as you read the
investigative skills of the
Dante Club (who call it upon
themselves to find the murderer). You'll know what 1
mean when you come across a
passage where a famous poet

IS SWWTUrMJTY PRACTICAL?
Find anewer* to thie question on Tueedaf, March 2?
at 1 P.M. at the STAUMTON PUWJC UfcRAFV
l CburchvtUe Avenue - %"* floor meeting room
TONI 0Vep.T0N-:njMiV C.S.f*. of Toronto. Canada will
preeent a program entitled "CHWSTTAN SCICNCe H6AUN6.:
an exploration of effective »tep« In prefer and Wealing."
A spiritual healer, Toni believe* our thinKing and thoitet mate a
difference for ourtelm AND manUnd whin vie wort: from a
spiritual perspective
Queetion*: Call 3*1-5r»4

Must present couipon.

Harnsonburg s Mystic Tan Booth

! Athletics

Press button. Spray-on niprt gets you tlvee shades, Ctorfci-r without the use of UV Rays

FRIDAY, MMOI i<t
SQfrTftALI. OUKEfi INYnYOlflMAL
SOFTBALL vs. BINGHAMTON
1:00 PM
SOFTBALL vs. LF.HKJH
3:00 PM
JMU SOITBALL COMPLEX

Simmons Cut & Tan
Harrisonburg & Brideewatir locations

200 Mi^i $27 ~ Mohth $37
Sundasn\a/olff Tanning Systems

TRYH'BURG'S HlfwH PRESSURE BED
1 session equals 7-8 sessions in regular tanning beds
1SO E Wo«. St
^^ N..r Klmai lc« CrMm
\\
432-«»7«

3 SESSION*/ BASE TAN $60
MCA/isa accepted

Walk-ins Welcome

«*> Norm m«n St.
BrKtaiw.tir Vi /&•
i28-23>»
ff

WORK AT THE BEACH!!!

LACROSSE vs. LEMOYNE
4:00 PM
JMU LACROSSE COMPIEX

TWIDDY AND COMPANY Duck, NC
MAINTENANCE ASSISTANTS
Seasonal employment on the Outer Banks of North Carolina, working for
the area's foremost vacation home rental company. Must be able to
work through September 15,2004 or later. Graduating Seniors are
preferred. Possibility of housing available for minimal monthly rent.
Pay scale: $13.00/hr. for 40/hr. of work a week.

JOB DESCRIPTION FOR MAINTENANCE HELPER
Seasonal maintenance, providing our customers with exceptional
services. Neat appearance and a friendly attitude is a must.
Mechanical ability is a plus but we will train. Transportation
provided during work hours.
Hook up electronics like
DUTIES:
Nintendo, VCR's, DVD'S etc.
• Pick up and deliver guest
Pick up and deliver items
supplies
for repair
• Unclog toilets
Replacing light bulbs, air
• Pick up trash at houses if missed
conditioner filters, window
by refuse company
and door screens
APPLY BY SENDING RESUME VIA E-MAIL TO bmragnomtwlddy. com OR
CONTACT: Botsay Aragno
Human Resources Manager
Twiddy and Company
Duck, NC
(252)457-1170 Phone/Pax

Internet Access!
Unlimited Service!

$

9.95

tit

RESERVOIR STREET FIELDS

S^nmpAY. MAKH 20
BWTBAU DUKF.S INYrrATfONAI,
SOFTBALL vs. SACRED HEART

H:ooAM
BRACKET PLAY

1:00 PM
3:00 PM
JMU SOFTBALL COMPLEX

^M

BASEBALL vs. LE MOYNE (DH)
NOON
LONG FIELD/MADCX STADIUM

'

soFTBAii niiypftmvrrATinNAi.
SOFTBALL -3RD PLACE GAME
10:00 AM
SOFTBALL - CHAMPIONSHIP GAME
NOON
JMU SorrBAix COMPLEX

Mt

MONTH!
Not/Mauri
tmm#

Software CD or Download
UVT Technical Support

S Emit Addresses-riebmoil I
IMSMMT MESSAGIJIIG - AIM. MSN. Yahoo
Start Nft - New, Calendar, Weothei 8 mote!
Immediate Access: Sign up online!

so* "P * 5x faster!

> 12.95

UK
MONTH!

All the featurts of our Unlimited
Dialup Account PLUS:
• Foster Web Pages
• Faster email & Webmail
• reil Popup Ad Blocked

• Save up to 60% over DSL!
LocalNet

fires a gun at a fleeting suspect and gives chase. Who
knew men of letters could be
st> damn cool?
Perhaps the greatest rtt.vt oJ
reading "The Dante Club" is not
the engaging plot, the gruesome
Dante-esque murders or the
complex effect of reading about
intellectuals following in the
footsteps of Sherlock Holmes,
but rather the novel's appreciation for the source work on
which it is inspired.
While I feel there will be no
sequel to this work—unless a killer
pops up nxideling punishment; txi
Danle's ''Purgatorio'' or blessings
in his "Paradiso" (and really,
wheie'sthe fun in that?) —atleast
Pearl sends us on our way with a
curiosity for, or at least a better
appreciation of, Danle's poetry.

Reliable Inf rne)t Access Sine* 1994

www.LocalNet.com

434*6556

MEN'S TENNIS vs. LONGWOOD
iMEN« TENNIS vs. LONGWOOD
iO:OOAM
. \ (A ' JMU TENNIS COURTS
BASEBALL vs. LEMOYNE
NOON
LONO FOLD/MAUCK STADIUM

WOMEN'S TENNIS vs. AMERICAN
2:00 PM
^I
JMU TENNIS COURTS
LACROSSE vs. VIRGINIA TECH
3:00 PM
JMU LACROSSE COMPLEX
•1 MpnrvoiR STREET FIELDS

i
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($13 99 CD

MINDFUL
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Unitarian Universalism

M~.
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ISSUE 102
8ookma/iA UA and.
viAtt. UA often, at
wwui.plan9muAle..oom.
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^^99 Ct
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Sundays, 10:30 am

The Old Schoolhouse, 4101 Rawley Pike (33W), towards WV

540.867.0073

HUUweb.org

SUMMER JOB/PAID INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITY
ami

VIRGINIA BEACH, VIRGINIA

Cin.i Starton

When ItFmlis
* >\rar1*ifii!rY *ain ila-lfomr
■oulvwoo wift ffia world rich.
bah Md romantic. "Whan II Fob'
it aural nawiabnaant lot «a soul

TELESCOPE PICTURES®
Is Now Hiring for the Summer of 2004
You Will
LIVE AT THE BEACH
WORK ON THE BEACH
WORK WITH OTHER FUN & OUTGOING STUDENTS

Mb*.

.•Is.-. ? is sow
buying and
selling used
VIDEO
GAMES!
n-i

~M

■HI

Beach Photographer positions available.
No Photography Experience Necessary.
We do need fun, outgoing, and self-motivated students who arc looking for valuable
career building experience and an unforgettable summer. Paid internships are available
and come with a great tan!

No Beach House, No Worries...
Housing Available

Sflit PwntUty
Fa a tiring guait parror moncai
bvRKaiy Scoop Oogg.
Jadabf i, Siym. Jazzy Pha.

73BBS*
NJ

And
EARN OVER $10,000 WHILE
HAVING AN INCREDIBLE TIME

Check out our web site for more information and
Apply directly online at WWW.SUNRAYSSTUDIO.COM
Or
Voice Mail Us at (540) 435-1589

Can idy

CMnMSimmm
Candi Saiwn atandi at ona of tha
unaaiaulad quaam of ioul, and
Viu comadaaon bnngi togathar
htf (oftfl unavadabta and boundary muicla ihoak aidat
racordal lo» tama tacorda

Allman Brothtra
Otu WtyOmt
*Vrtt> fhut dusting gurtai loadi
and hamMMuai bum on a doubta
aVyrwnai foundation, ft a Alma*
Brotnan Band c asi Ow moid hjf
fta aouftarn rock aaond tial
would aioafarala m ft* 70a
AvaitaMa V23!

/•n Hunt
Vmn Hunt
rhit CO >i a mutt hava for al
you ioul haadi Ftom bagwin«»g to and. Van Hunt takaa »ou
M a maid tip tvowfri Una and
ipaca

X

BM

Mtt
GMWCUM

fonuto!

NEW t USED CDs • IPs
VINYL -CASSETTES
DVD • VHS • BOOKS
CASH KM YOUR MUSKI

434-9999
KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-96 E. Market St,

WHAT A RECORD STORE SHOULD BE! WrW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM
James Madison University
Graflon-Stovall Theatre

BROI IMN HM

MARCH MOVIES
Wednesday Thursday

Friday

ALL FILMS $2.50
NO BOOKBAGS
ALLOWED
Saturday

7 & 9:30Sm
March 17th & 18th

Sat. Mar. 20th
Midnight

7 & 9:30pm

•

JIRLWITHA

PEARL EARRING
March
24th & 25th
7 & 9:30pm

SPIRITED AWAY
Sunday
March 28th
7 & 9:30pm
co-sponsored
with MANGA

I ;

int iviuuit
Sat. Mar. 27th
Midnight
FREE

March 26th & 27th
7 & 10pm
co-sponsored with
Tae Kwon Do Club

co-sponsored
with MANGA

UPB Student Film Festival
Pick up an entry form
(ft
in the UPB office (Taylor 234)
I niries due March 29th
No longer than 20 min.

For more information, call the movieline at x86723 or check out upb.jmu.edu
\
ml^>1>>WIW»w
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"We gave up some rebounds and
gave them a lot of secondchance points."

■ GMU knocks out JMU
Alexis, Dukes get hit with a
barrage of 3-pointers during the
first half of their quarterfinal
loss to the Patriots.
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SPORTS

CHRIS WILLIAMS

senior point guard
See story below

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL-

Dukes stumble in CAA quarterfinals
LeRose, Dukes get victory
over Towson in first-round
BY DREW WILSON

Li

senior writer
A day after coming from
behind to edge Towson
University in the first round of
the women's Colonial Athletic
Association Tournament, one
might have thought JMU would
have come up dead against
George Mason University in its
quarterfinal matchup.
After all, the Dukes came
out performing flatly against
the Tigers March 10 despite M\
days of rest. Yet, (MU opened
its game a day later against the
second-seeded Patriots with
aggression and energy.
However, the quick turnaround eventually got to the
Dukes. After 10 minutes, the
effects of playing with only
15 hours of rest began to
take its toll.
George Mason opened up its
lead with a barrage of 3-pointers
midway through the first half
and never looked back, eliminating the Dukes, 84-67. The
Patriots shot 57.6 percent from
the field in the first half —
including 5-of-8 shooting from
the perimeter — to build a 48-31
lead at the half.
"After the 10-minute mark in
the first half, it seemed like the
lane got wider and wider," JMU
coach Kenny Brooks said. "I
don't know if it was because of
fatigue or coming out less than
17 hours later and trying to play
another game.
"We didn't set out to just let
them do what they wanted to
do," he added. "They are a talented basketball team with a lot
of experience — they're a very
focused team."
George Mason senior guards
Vcmessa Ncamo and Jen
Derevjanik led the way for the

After the 10-minute
mark in the first half, it
seemed like the lane got
wider and wider.
— Kenny Brooks
women's basketball coach

??
Patriots. Neamo scored a teamhigh 18 points on 7-fbr-l4 shooting while Derevjanik added 15
points and six assists.
"We were just pumped and
ready to go," Derevjanik said.
"We have a lot of seniors and we
came out with initiative."
The Patriots showed their
initiative, outscoring the Dukes
33-16 over the final 1254 of the
first half, and allowed JMU only
to come as close as 15 points late
in the second half.
George Mason went on to
face Old Dominion University
in the CAA Tournament finals,
but the Patriots lost to the
Lady Monarchs, 85-81. The
win gave ODU its 13th consecutive CAA title.
JMU made it to the quarterfinals matchup against
George Mason after squeaking past Towson University in
the play-in game.
Red-shirt senior guard Jody
LeRose's 3-pointer with 6.2 seconds to go iifted the Dukes to a
63-61 win over the Tigers.
Down 61-60 entering their
final possession, freshman forward Lesley Dickinson penetrated down the lane and found
LeRose in the comer for the
see DUKES, page 18

HBWWUGNfjMfaraftmmpfc*
Freshman (uard Andrea Benvenuto (No. 4) drives the lane during the Dukes' CAA quarterfinal loss to George Mason University.

MEN'S BASKETBALL

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

UNC-W edges out JMU Arrests rock Murray State
Cooper's last-second 3-pointer misses. Dukes lose
Bv

DREW WILSON

12th-seeded Racers may be without Brown, Chiles in
first round game against the University of Illinois

senior writer
JMU had several opportunities to upset seventh-seeded
University of North CarolinaWilmington, but the 10thseeded Dukes couldn't come
up with a win.
A last-second 3-point
attempt by red-shirt sophomore
forward David Cooper hit off
the back of the rim, allowing the
Seahawks to escape with a 4441
win in the first round of the
men's Colonial Athletic
Association Tournament in
Richmond March 5.
After trailing for most of the
game, the Dukes bounced back
against a poorly shooting UNCW team. A 3-pointer by freshman forward Cavell Johnson
gave JMU a 35-34 lead with
under six minutes to play.
Down the stretch, JMU
missed several free throws, as
well as several other opportunities to score.
"We missed some crucial
free throws down the stretch,"
senior guard Chris Williams
said. "We gave up some
rebounds and gave them a lot of
second-chance points."
In the final minutes, a jump
shot and a pair of free throws by
UNC-W's John Goldsberry
helped seal the Dukes' fare.
"Wilmington stepped up late
and did all the things they had
to do," coach Sherman Dillard
said. "I thought there was a
moment there where there was
a window of opportunity for us
to maybe take control of the
game, and we let it slip away."
Down 43-39, senior forward/guard Dwayne Broyles
made a field goal to cut the
lead to 2 points with 14 seconds left. The Seahawks
Halston Lane hit a free throw

BY MARLEN GARCIA

Chicago Tribune

David Cooper collapses to the floor following JMU's 3 point
loss to the University of North Carolina-Wilmington.

to push the lead to 44-41.
Following a 30-second timeout by the Seahawks, the Dukes
set up for a final shot to tie the
game. Broyles had the ball, but
was double-teamed and got the
ball to Cooper for the final shot.
"I was looking for a shot,
but I got double-teamed," said
Broyles, a Third Team AllCAA selection. "I didn't want
to force a shot, and I knew
somebody had to be open. I
saw Cooper wide open, and he
put up a good shot — it was
just a little strong."
Broyles finished with 19
points and a career-high 11

rebounds in the matchup.
JMU opened the game on a
bad note, quickly falling behind
16-5 in the first 11 minutes. The
Dukes chipped away at the
Seahawks' lead and cut it to 2420 at the break.
"I give credit to |JMU|,"
UNC-W
coach
Brad
Brownwell said. "They made
adjustments. We felt pressure
in the second half."
As the Dukes made their run
in the second half, junior guard
Daniel Freeman — one of JMU's
offensive sparks — picked up
see JMU, page 18

The optimism surrounding
Murray State University's
resurgent basketball team,
which
will
play
the
University of Illinois Friday
in the first round of the
NCAA tournament, was
crushed Monday as news
spread that two of the Racers'
top players were arrested over
the weekend.
University administrators
are deciding the fate of Kelvin
Brown and Adam Chiles, both
juniors, after they were arrested on drug charges.
"No decision has been
made yet." Murray State
assistant sports information director David Snow
said Monday night, concerning the players' status
for the tournament.
Murray State (28-5), seeded 12th, will play the fifthseeded Illini (24-6) in
Columbus, Ohio.
"You don't want it to
happen anytime, and you
sure don't want it to happen
during the time when you
have your chance to go
before a national audience
in the NCAA tournament,"
Illinois coach Bruce Weber
said. "No time is good, but
this is probably the worst
time it could happen."
The possible Murray
State suspensions recall
Illinois' early season troubles
involving Luther Head,
Richard McBride and Aaron
Spears. The three players
were implicated in an offcampus break-in. Charges
were not filed in that case,
but the players served four-

-66
No matter what they
say, it's a distraction
for the kids also.
— Bruce Weber
University of lllim i
men's basketball coach

-59
game suspensions.
It || -l distraction for the
coaching staff, I know that."
Weber said. "No matter what
they say, it's a distraction for
the kids, also."
The Murray State players
were arrested Saturday after
police went to their off-campus apartment in response to
a 911 hang-up call, detective
Eddie Rollins told The
Associated Press.
According to Rollins,
police requested entry into
the apartment, and Chiles,
who had told police he and
a female friend were alone
inside, gave them permission to do so.
Brown, 21, is the team's
second-leading scorer at
12.7 points per game. He
was charged with theft for
his earlier transgression,
possession of marijuana and
a second offense of possession of drug paraphernalia.
Chiles, 21, the team's starting point guard, averages 10.2
points and 4.7 assists a game.
He was charged with hindering prosecution, possession of
marijuana and a first offense
of possession of drug para-

phernalia.
Both were released on bail,
but their basketball futures —
and the team's chances of
pulling an upset against
Illinois— hinge on the administration'*, pending decision.
Athletic director R.W.
tX-nnison said in a statement
that school officials were looking
into the charges. First-year coach
Mick Cronin, who inherited a
respected mid-major program,
declined to comment.
Asked when officials
would make an announcement, Cronin said, "Hopefully
as soon as possible. 1 wish 1
knew right now."
Cronin did not discuss
how his team could compensate if the players are
suspended or dismissed
from the team.
When asked to talk
about his top players,
Cronin didn't mention
Brown or Chiles. Instead,
he focused on Cuthbert
Victor, the Ohio Valley
Conference's Player of the
Year and tournament Most
Valuable Player, who has
led the Racers in their
eight-game winning streak.
Murray State finished second in the OVC, but won
its tournament.
Bmwn. a Fort lauderdale
native, started out at the
University of South Fk)rida,
transferred to a amimunity college and then to Murray State.
Chiles, from Umisville,
played his freshman season at
the University of Kentucky,
where he was suspended by
coach Tubby Smith for violating team rules and later was
dismissed from the team. He
transferred to a junior college
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Barnett calls investigation
a 'bump in the road'
fought back and experienced great triumphs."
Colorado, which suspended Barnett Feb. 18 in
the wake of allegations of
sexual assaults involving
football players, last week
released more than 10,000
pages of documents following a request from the
media for correspondences
involving the team.
The Daily Camera of
Boulder, Colo., reported that
11 letters dated Feb. 11,
including one from now
interim head coach Brian
C .ihi.il. turned up among
the documents.
The university omitted
the names of people to
whom the letters were
addressed, citing publicinformation rulei
Barnett reportedly told
recruits in one letter that the

Bv TBDOV GRBBNSTBIN
Chicago Tribune

Suspended University oi
Colorado football coach
Gary Barnett, always in
search of a good metaphor,
compared his plight to that
of Abraham Lincoln in a
recent letter to recruits and
learn supported
Barnett reportedly wrote
thai I rncoln lost eight e'.ecHona, failed in two business ventures and suffered
a
nervous breakdown
before earning his place in
history as the 16th president of the United States.
"At times like this."
Barnett explained, "I find it
inspiring to look back
through history and see
people that have been
knocked down or slipped
along their journey and

DRFW Wll SC IN/vnuir/foftwupfcrr
Freshman forward Cavell Johnson halpa Junior guard Daniel Freeman off the floor during the
Dukes first round loss to the University of North Carolina-Wilmington.

JMU: Dukes get handed
early loss by UNC-W
JMU. from page 17
his fourlh personal foul
with 7:57 left in the game.
Dillard took Freeman out of
the game, but inserted him
back in the lineup seconds
later to shoot Williams' free
throws. Williams was
fouled, injured his hand
and was unable to shoot his
own free throws.
Dillard left Freeman in the
game, where he picked up his
fifth foul jumping for a loose
ball, fouling out of the game
with 6:11 to play. Freeman
finished with 8 points and
seven rebounds.
With 3:33 left to play and

University won the CAA
Tournament,
b—Hng
DM
Patriots, 55-54.
The Dukes finished the season with a 7-21 overall record.
Dillard resigned as JMU's coach
two days later.
In addition to Bruyles' Third
Team All-CAA honors, freshman guard Ray Barbnsa was
selected to the CAA All-Rookie
Team. Barbosa averaged 11.5
points per game.
Broyles led the Dukes in
scoring, averaging 15.4
points this season. He finished his career 16th on the
Dukes' all-time scoring list
with 1,137 points.

the Dukes ahead 37-36,
Cooper was charged with an
offensive foul. Dillard picked
up a technical foul for arguing
the call with the officials. The
two ensuing free throws by
Lane gave the Seahawks a 3837 advantage.
"I thought to get an
offensive foul there — I
thought the game was pretty
physical," Dillard said. "I
thought that may not be the
right call at that point."
UNC-W went on to upset
second-seeded
Drexel
University, but lost to George
Mason University in the semifinals. Virginia Commonwealth

Georgetown A University
Paralegal Certificate Program

DUKES: Alexis posts another
double-double in loss to GMU
DUKES, from jM)(f 17
I saw |ody out of my
peripheral vision anil I )iM
kicked it to her,' Didtirawn said.
.Bnxiks said it was a play that
allowed Dickinson to create, turn
the comer and penetrate. "When
people back down and try to help
,uil she can kick it out," hi1 said
lowson had a final chance to
tie and send the game into o\ crtime, but Tigers guard Kacy
O'Brien's shot at the bu/zer hit
off the side of the rim. O'Brien
had given the Tigers a 1-point
lead with 21 seconds left before
LeRose hit her 3-pointer.
The Dukes trailed by as many
as 10 points for most of the game
before mounting a comeback
midway through the second half.
JMU took its first lead since the
opening minutes of the game on a
pair of free throws by Dickinson
with 357 loft in regulation.

/ like to rebound, and
I'd rather get 15
rebounds than 15
points in game...
— Meredith Alexis
freshman lorn an)

-95
"We came out really dead,"
said Dickinson, the CAA
Rookie of the Year and Third
Team All-CAA selection
Freshman forward Meredith
Alexis, a CAA All-Rookie Team
and Third Team All-CAA selection, posted double-doubles in
each contest of the tournament.
Alexis' two-day rebounding
total in the CAA tournament
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Applications arc due by April 12, 2004.
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■ Embroidery
■ Srroon Printing
Athletic Design

JMU

an equal opportunityaffirmain* action invitation

\'JrJi. tu*zjJi

r/oit A Slnylr Itrm

Ruth

T_ wi„.(- Arhlrr'. TV- im

your 11 mmm c*# On. ■

s

['25 OFF hlO OFF I 5 OFF
Any Purchase ofm Any Purchase of jI
,100.00 or More\ $50.00 or More
****** <w.aaa»—

■ft t«ajpaa*> rwftjr Ov C

iryww.peofpetown.edu/ssce//ap

Sawvfeaa In Now**

from One T„ 4 n-..i.•..«•'

Approved by the American Bar Association since 1977

'Anyone interested in pursuing a paralegal career or getting exposure to the
legal arena prior to law school should definitely consider this program as an
investment."
-Summer Program Graduate
For a catalog and application, visit:

helped her break the Dukes' single-season record with 322
rebounds this season. Katherine
Johnson previously held the
record with 316 rebounds during the 1974-'75 season
"It's an accomplishment,"
Alexis said following the game.
"1 like to rebound, and I'd rather
get 15 rebounds than 15 points
in a game because I think it
helps the team out more."
In the tournament opener,
Alexis grabbed a career-high 19
rebounds — one rebound shy ol
the CAA tournament record set
last season by Old Dominion's
Kim Giddens, who had 20
against JMU. The mark also was
the 10th highest rebound total in
any CAA tournament game.
Dickinson finished with 15
points and eight rebounds
against Towson, while l^Rose
added 12 points on 4-of-8 shooting from beyond the arc.

-6 6-

iimnlual game-winning shot

#1 sou

Summer Intensive Program
May 26 - August 26, 2004
Applications are now being accepted for the full-time
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY Summer Intensive Legal Assistant
Program. A four year college degree is required for
admission. Courses are taught by members of the Washington,
DC legal community, and will assist individuals in pursuing
legal-related careers.

university's investigation
would be a test ol the team
and its resolve. He called it a
"bump in the road."
While
coaching
at
Northwestern University from
1992-98,
Barnett
was
renowned for using analogies
and parables to fire up his playefl Before a game against
Michigan in 1995, Barnett distributed a poem to his tnwps
entitled "Eagle or Oyster?"
When God made the oyster, he guaranteed its absolute
economic and social security.
When hungry, the oyster simply opens its shell and food
rushes in. But, when God
made the eagle, he declared.
The blue sky is the limit.
Build your own house!' The
eagle, not the oyster, is the
emblem of America
Barnett's Eagles beat
Michigan's Oysters, 19-13.
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$20.00 or More
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Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

Spring Break
Drained Your Wallet?

LARGE PIZZAS
you'll be the first thin* she sees
when she wakes up...
Advertise with The Breeze
540.568.6127

www.thebreeze.org

the_breeze@jmu.edu

r

$11.99

433-PAPA
(7272)
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR R
0o»r.town loft III* ■ Large
*ir*1ows high, ceilings. Quiet Short
term lease possible. Go to
■ ■• 'fnundth's ntl and click
rentals.
LoaMnaj 1st IkcVs Me to LhVta
Soetavlew - 3Jd floor, 2004-2005
school year. Can Em IT aiterested.
54O43M036
»*•■ Hue) • Student Summit
Rentals, vtsrt uabfMrtto»ltf.coin
toi Wctutea Ol 0MI 252 255*328.
StuSent Hoeslng la the Oeter
Bantu) www obihousmg.com
One 4/5 Bedroom Unit
Remaining!
■5 nunutr walk to campus
furnished

Female Roommate Wanted To
shsre 4 bedroom apartment et
Hunters Ridge In Hernsonburg.
Cleen
apartment
and
reasonable rent. Call 540-3231587 or 540-327 6679 or
e-mail iidl?VaclflphtA net
Large Towwhetsse 5 bedroom. 3
bath, furnished, washer and dryer,
•vallable July 1. il.250/monlh.
Close to campus. Mountain view
Drive. Contact Joe Miller.
43341330,
Did }ou know thai your
parents can gel a
M I ll-l I i|llil X! lO
The Hreeu?
S40 foe third dan mail
or SHO for first class mail.
v i 'ii > .in ajeajvg .i full year of

4 Bedroom hoes? located in Kill Devil
HilU.NonhC«rc*nilOBX)
IMir Mand Rralt.
laadrWOIaiBS

sum tot the lint 10 words

suhsenpuon'

S:.00 for each arJd'l 10 words

ana
installed (461S Blue Maran Way • on
canal! 3 BR/2 Ba. May 7 to
Seotemoer 7. $2100 mtmiMIMs.
VC. washer/dryer, furnished. 6
persons Call 748 5851 (w),
7944)804 (h), Of 8043849828 K)

Block ads are SllVmch

Convenient location, available
8/17. (380 Call 4331560

Cmll today
to placi your ad!

Hage Heael - Student Summer
Rentals, 3oabraarerealiy.com tor
Wctures, 1 252 255*328
2 ledroom Tovmhoaee 2 blocks
away, available June 1. W/D,
$550 . Caa 43*1569
4 ■■ariiei Oaaae - Lease August,
newly renovated. Hunters Ridge.
$210 per bedroom. Managed by
owners. Can Julie. 540*780745

Sow accepting
credit cards!!
Visa or Master Card

Feel Far Away and Be to does
Quietly convenient 1.2 bedroom
apartments, mature landscaping.
lots of trees, comfortable and
quaint. Be e part of the eapenence.
Perk Apartments, off South Main
Street. Call 540 433 2621
■ leaayiaB. )•■»*•

.l.iv

nactlCuauricJ*>li*i«hlrellrK»'
Cat f*MI27 fa raorc ariomawn

WE HAVE

live and Wo* on tko 0«ter lam.
Nags Head area, this summer. Now
hiring for all positions. Please visit
www.mworth.com for
more
information and an employment
application
Make Up To SAR/hoer From your
Lovr Maatr » Artj? LookHsg
frar a, re. •aasaaer Job? Wolf
Trap StiaaalatW Vassssa. VA
la teeUaij A pplananU for:
Must nave dean orMng
record Dme oamrary car Ajprox
50 hours per work- J72Mir
itaWaery Muat be 21 or cata
S775vnr
Tkte Sendees 17 2S/hr
FocdXonoasstaa SD-7/hr
Gift Shop p/rs
SfvcW EVBieU K<>! [*tT-trcstK<r

banendin& coking, or soviet staff

MORI Or-rOHtl RlflH For
■Is-1 em IT* ronl»rl Inff.rm-tli.n.
and O'l MM I tratl I ft*. SIBII
u w - umiflmm^rm or rail
TOtSiSIDOfl.
Schedule and hours vary with
iwwton \VUrTtapbNCT Metro

PROPERTY AT:
home in your spare time Visit
•vwiw. etmoneyfOfs tudenls. com

2BR - Hunger's Ridge or
Roosevelt Square,
furnished, DW. AC, Ref,
Stove). Rent
HR/2257person R/S 275'pemon
House - Old South High
Street; 3,4. 6 bedrooms,
$275/person
4BR - Paul Street.
Hardwood floors, very

VI III i
K* mm anfarmalicn and aMmx
tegwing tc imi^ipiwi of fnuanng
bu ,ns. (■[•"■luiiicits. .ianu.1 fa
Bcarr Btrunea Bureau, lac
l-eaV-5AV5501
Premier Enterprises A pool
company in Northern Virginia is
looking
for
supervisors,
managers, and lifeguards. Visit
www. pr9mi0r411 com Apply online or call 1 877 SEE POOL.

large on two floors. 2
baths, deck, available

Call 561^127 today!
Ian 2005 Large 3 Bedroom ConduSriaded deck. $220 each, call
4312221

Earn $10 $125 tar surveys. Earn
$25 250 for focus groups. Visit
wwwciltfiejflsassiiiiiL'troatfVr

MSBBB

Brand New 1 M «pertn>ertt. All
appliances, available 8/17. $475
Call 4331569

3 leave. a Farreeaed Townhe
Main Street, Lease August.
$195.00. Call 540-6780510

The Brrrrr!
Call liklay to stan your

ADVERTISE IN
THE BREEZE
CLASSIFIED ADS!

6/1/04

- For 2004 Summer in
North Mynte Beach. No e*panence.
Apply at www nsbs/'fafuarcls com
Mitka Money TaMng Online survaya

All walking distance to

Hey!

JMUI No bus ridal

4 Bedroom Heuee Bathroom,
laundry, basement, parents Co
sign, leaae. depoalt $220 per
bedroom. Comer of Maryland Ava.
and South High. Call 434 8884.

Rlner Rentals
438-8800

S#a

Hetea MdaaS PrMaaae • Etftsanga
for work. Call 833-2311 Boarosr*
available.
Pert-tine taairaar Chlldcare
Needed- Energetic, organized
Christian to work 2 days'weak;
must enioy playing with children.
Call Vat. 432*14/
StMTMnaf Camp Counae4ore ACAC

Summer Job
la*. Inc.
MRA is seeking 5-7 man end
women for rut tuna summer
ertKaoymer*. MRA provides canoa
mg. kayaking, nvtr tubing, bus
tours, and Rook cMmbing adverv
tures. MRA la located across from
Maaeenuttan Resort. Employeaa
must ba mobveted. erKhuaaaaUc,
self managed, and nave a good
orlwng record
CaN2S»40M
wvftrCaejoe4U.com
Sla«*anawrasiwTiVer #aof. aaaj

Cart Attendants (#4303-3)
Cleans ■OaV cam and prrparn (ur
pury; pick* up balk on the driving
rangei cwant range ball*
< Julv S15 lo run your
"For Sale" ad for the
entire semester or until
your Item sells
(whichever comes first)!

Maintain! cleanlineii ouUide
Pro Shop; cleans rental clubs,
cart area and cart building
$6.09 per hour.
Poiition requires (he sbiliiy to
communicate effectively ana in a
professional manner wiih
coworkers and guests, and a
valid Commonwealth of VA
OpatsWofl license, or ability lo
obtain one.
Heiible scheduling, approiimately
8 10 hours per day fcarlieit .lart
datr April l.:004
Sand Applications To:
Human Resource Department
Alln: Karen Muaaelman
345 8. Main Street
Harnsonburg, VA 22801
is seeking committed Summer
Camp counselors for June 7
August 27. Counselors can earn
•rom $8.50-J9 00 per hour.
depending on e.penence. If you
are creative, exciting, and
energized, then ACAC hea an
opportunity for you. Full t-me with
benefits! For more Information
please call Adam at 817 1747
■Bjaaaaaaik Wver Oatmtero~Tii
now rwlrtg for Summer Season for
school bus drivers able to lift 85
lbs, campground attendants, and
i^ookout cooks. Must be outgoing,
energetic end able to work
weekends. Full and part time. Can
540-7434159.
la looking for
volunteer manager. Exciting work
environment, travel opportuntias
Call Assistant Coach Duller for
more information. 568-7921
Beaeft Phatagrapber Virginia
Beach, VA. Summer Jobs and
internships available (or fun.
outgoing students. Call 757-4251412 or apply on-line at
www. sunrapsstudio.com
H*lp Warttad luntOf r.r wmor to
work part-time Fridays, SatunJay*.
and full time in the summer. Of fictr
and outsede duties. Busmest ma|ot
preferrsd. Could lead to full time
emptoynant. Call 4331234.
Cecker Spaniel Puppies AKC

NOW HIRING FOR

GoLookOn.com
Apr-Aug. Paid interns (sales)
Part time 10V5©% commsiion
Average pay ttOOOAno. (full Bma).
Unpaid (advartWina, photography,
dasigri) Class cradH possible.
Email resume ryan^gcaookon com

Subscribe to
The Breeze!
$40 for third class mall
or $80 for first class mall,
you can receive a full year of

TTw Br—zmt
This offer It good now
through April 29 and only
applies to advTTtising in the
-For .Sale" section Ads must
be 20 words or less. Offer
applies to individual Items
only. Retail stores and
rjtistnesses do not qualify for
this special offer All ads are
subtext to Breeze apprm-al
DCNY

MSB OUT ON THE
GREAT DEAL!

Call 568-6127 for more
infciTTtiatkxi.
registered Buff, red, spotted.
adorable varieties Shots, wormed
Meke great in or outdoor pets
$225 Ceil 54»234«8W.
Skl/Oetf RecreMleaail Paekaaya
Plus more at Massanuttan. $600
flood through September 2004
24O420-1874.

''I. Mf MM, ,i || MM
address & money to:

The Breeze
James Madison University
Anthony Seeger Hall
MSC 6805
Hamsonburg, VA 22807
and UVA last year. Check it
out at www.btlldaut.com/tirAo/.
JMU

1991 vw Saeti* • Uvar, great
condition 5speed. A/C. leather.
CD, 63.000 miles. $6,900. Call
2498761
1M3 Ch**«>l*t Ca^aSar •« OOO
miles, new tires, good condition.
Must sell by June! $2,000 or bast
offer. Call Lauren at 574-2338
1S*S Ho«da Civic DX \uto-naiic.
air. 84.000 miles. $6,000. Call
289-7974.
Harrlsenberg's Source fer Off-

Try e Tiirtoemeet bed loft for $175
Contact Saundra Barrett at
612 5817 or Dsrrata^i.aeoU
2-pc Samtonlte Laggage Set
1 large rolling check-thru and
matching carryon duffle. $50.00
Great for spring breakl Call
568-3978.
Watarbed
King sue, great
condition, everything mctuded Call
Mike. 4354369.

SERVICES
tips* Housing
Sublets,
mirates
and furniture.
* n»r»onbu#go'fr.9mpijs com

PERSONALS
sn% of JMU
Students read
TIM Broetza..

2 Advert SOOJ Sp*«kera * Oahye
Receiver • Excellent condition.
$650 00 Can 2463064
OeM Paaktep Coeapasar Like new.
Dimension 2350. 15' fietpanei
screen. 30GB hard dnve, Wmdows
XP. $700 Contact Matt. 568-7202
or puroVmiaS>rrH..adu.
ISM SMW S2Sta $2400. Silver
patnt. new tires, radio/cd
speakers, battery Good condition.
needs from seat covers 198 K
miles. Call 4330242.
1S63 Caeasac Uaw - As seen at

Do YOV have
something to say?
Pbce an ad in
77n? Brwze personals!
Call 568-6127 or email
ffV hree7riftjmu.exhi for
mon* mfucmation!

Visit www.thebreeze.orgtoday!

I'm a cow.
And I'm a busy cow at that.

Want to get the word
bout your business?

I don't have time to waste
looking around for businesses

Advertise in The Breeze
j reach almost 18,000
Merits and falculty.

I don't know exist.

If you want my

AttentJon

you're gonna have to come to me.

After all,

I am a busy cow.

SsaeyafiaBySi

Jy're even busier
than the cow.
f568-6127
bebreeze.org
reeze@jmu.edi

7£*AII B/W Copies on
811 \ U

Pastel Papers

j.vJMU Copy Centers
T

Main X83263 Cisat X8873V
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$?</&... check out our new female dhtists!

It's as much fun as you imagined.
So why imagine?

mv£m

AND FHQRCINIB

540433-5612

Introducing the QaG^tuyUd4MO
— the fastest, most powerful Vespa yet

200 South Ave Harrisonburg, VA

ENGINE 200CC UQUO COOLED / TOP SPEED 74MPH I POWER 20 HP
BRAKES DUAL DISC / BOW STEEL MONOCOQUE

M
Tl ■!*,, f,M», ll«

WOP

Ommiimimfmit,

HOURS
Tues -Thurs:
12 Noon - 8 p.m.
Fri-Sat:
12 Noon -10 p.m.
Sun - Mon:
Call for hours.
Piercing not available.

SSSi^^r^!?3^"^ ^NtjSNOHOMa IC06TBW3 IWtfWWS Of M PWMO OOJ-Of
• '«^cc^>«
L(XAlco^c<Ic^s«vw<(>l[vLocA-T1wrcwmL^vvsA^o^v>«s
V*»H» •SmMOO'RAt
fit WIM»t)
ITOBRAHWlfL

TaT

++ +

m

sleeps!

CONGRATULATIONS CATHERINE HUDAK!
GRAND PRIZE WINNER OF $3500!
JAMES
MADISON
UNIVERSITY.
BOOKSTORE
www.jmu.bkstr.coni • <5 i())S<>8-6121
——

